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INTRODUCTION
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lN giving this series of lessons to the public at a
nominal fee, I believe I am really doing something
which will be of great benefit to all who need a
helmsman to guide the rudder of the good boat
!' Thought" to the harbour of Success.
Thought, unorganised, is so much waste matter;
Thought, ORGANISED, is the greatest power in the
world. greater even than the almighty Dolla., for it
command: filthy lucrc and bids grim poverty farewell
—for ever! it commands love, which filthy lucrc
can't, and it commands all that makes life worth

living.
That it is necessary to undergo special mental
training to produce this state of mental organisation
is very apparent, and that people desire daily more
light, more knowledge, and for means to overcome
their state of ignorance is, as sure as “eggs are
egg. the reason why Personal Magnetism and the
consideration of the Thought Forces hav. become
such a cult
--vil-

_vifi._

Magnetism means Ileallla, happiness, Po-war
Ind Swain.
Those who want these things and all they stand
for, follow the rules I give you in these pages; read,
mark, learn and inwardly digest each lesson, and if
Personal

you

Concentration and tile Acquirement of
Personal Magnetism
ICo,6yn:gh! u'ric!ly prercr-«ed
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0 Ilsulmu

Engtanrt
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LESSON I
THAT a course of lessons fully illustrating the action
of thought. explaining its composition, and the correct
method of using it, would prove a boon to many
students of the Occult and mental sciences, who find
this a. very great drawback to serious advancement,
appears almost a certainty.
The methods usually advocated seem to me very
impractical; in the first place, how can a man who
has never learnt to control thought in every-day
matters, such as banishing business worries when he
comes home, or goes to bed, or in learning to control
small habits, suddenly sit down and “concentrate on
Spirit," when probably his very idea of spirit is such
as to awaken all his dormant fancies, and to call
forth not one image, but hundreds? Then he fondly
believes he is concentrating, until the utter absence of
results proves that he has done no such thing, and
he begins all over again.
-

I

—

I
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it is

only

what may be

expected, and

even

a

general attempt to simplify the matter would be
welcome; but I have had so many letters and so
many appeals from men and women who cannot
master this one sul:ijcct—quite the most important
in the whole school of Metaphysical and Occult
teachings-—the door, in fact, which will open to them
the whole vista held out in books. an entrancing
vision of knowledge, of health, of happiness, and the
unseen, which too often will remain in books, simply
because the initial step is too diflicult—that l have
made a great efiort to meet the demand in a popular
and practical form.
First of all I will beg of my pupils tobegin
Do not try to concentrate your
at the bottom.
thoughts on spirit before you are quite sureFirst. .-\s to what 'I‘l{OU(ill‘I‘ is composed of.
Second. That you are able to concentrate your
mind on some unimportant mundane matter, to the
exclusion of all else.
Third. Do not try to concentrate your mind for
half an hour at a time, until you can concentrate for
two consecutive minutes.
Fourth. What spirit is.
I advise the student to practise keeping his mind
on one subject for a minute at a time, and then
gradually increase the time from day to day.
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If you intended to train

.3

for,

{not race, you
would not start with a twenty—mile walk after having
been out of training for a long time. Nor if a little
child is being taught how to read is he given a
diificult scientific book to begin with. Y:-t men and
women are put to a task -3.’ more diflicult than
these. without any preparation or gradual initiation
into the processes employed.
Take some subject you arr: very much interested
in for the commencement, then for one minute hold
this before your mind's eye, try to see it In your
Imagination, and if you fail, wai' another hour or so
and then try again.
By these ITlL'-'L|’l‘v you gradually increase the elasticity
of your brain, which, by conlimm! exercises, cm be
expanded and made to perform task: .°hi-ch were
c.ri_qinally impossible. The next thing; is '0 consider
the part our brain plays in the matter of thought
say,

a

generation.
Look upon the brain simply as a very delicate
machine, a dynamo which generates thought as an
ordinary dynamo generates electricity. The construction of this machine needs some co:isiclera‘.iou,
for it is known that certain parts of ti»: brain ‘tre
put to certain uses. and that a brain left do-mant
grows gradually incapable of anything much above
involuntary action, and that if certain parts even of

_—.4——

the brain are neglected they in turn become atrophied
and are useless.
The accompanying diagram shows the relative parts
of the brain, and the work they do is as follows :—
Fig. I is the cerebrum. and consists of two hemispheres, which are separated by a very deep fissure.
The cerehrum is composed of a thick layer of grey
matter, surrounding white fibrous nerve substance.
The grey matter is drawn up into folds, or convolutions, and the whole is covered by a delicate
membrane composed of arteries and veins, supported
by tissue.

we‘-

This part of the brain is the seat of sensation, of
will, of intelligence. and also of the emotions; if this
part of the brain is injured. the power of manifesting
mental faculties is more or less lost.
Fig. 2 is the lesser brain, or cerebellum. and this
guards and regulates the involuntary muscles and
movements of the mind and body. I have always
placed the subconscious mind here; it seems the
most reasonable locality to apportion it to, for the
subconscious mind is certainly an involuntary worker;

_

1
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1

depends
emotions, for all

it also

very little upon the will or the
the will-power in the world will not
make it manifest if it is not in the state to do so,
and the every-day working brain has quite enough to
do to look after its own without taking on another

function.

Fig. 3,

oblongata,

the pans

do

not

varolli, and Fig. 5, the medulla

immediately

concern

us,

although,

of course. their own work is very important. Thus,
if the medulla oblongata is destroyed, death at once
ensues.

From the under surface of the brain twelve pairs
nerves are given off, called the cranial nerves;
each pair supply some sense to the body, generated
by the brain machine, just as a dynamo turns out
its streams of electricity. One pair of nerves supply
the sense of smell; the next the optic nerves; the
third pair move the eyeballs; the fourth supply the
skin of the face, the muscles of the lower jaw, and
the tongue; the sixth pair are supplied to the
muscles which turn the eyeballs outwards; the
seventh pair supply fibres to the muscles of the
face; the eighth pair supply the ear; the ninth pair
are mixed nerves and they enable us to taste, and
also supply the nerves to the pharynx; the tenth
pair are very important mixed nerves which send
fibres to the larynx, lungs, heart, stomach and liver;

of
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the eleventh pair are motor nerves which supply
certain muscles to the neck; the twelfth pair are
sending fibres to the tongue. So here we get a clear
idea of our thought machine, a good thing to start
with, since certainly no other kind of engineer
would attempt to drive a machine of which he was
absolutely ignorant. _This direct arrangement from
the brain centre explains to a great extent how the
form of concentration called mental /mzling can affect
the body, and rebuild the tissues.
For each pair of nerves will carry the message
given to them by the brain, and it naturally depends
upon the message as to the effect produced. Here
we get the machine we have to work with. and
having mastered the technical parts of it, we will
now proceed to see how thought acts, and how concentration aiiects thought.
It has long been a matter of consideration and
study to me as to where the will really is located,
and in this matter of concentration it is doubly
important, because without the WILL man cannot
possibly concentrate. It is the master of the Thought
Machine, and I have found that the best way to
meet the difliculty is to look upon the WILL as the
OVER SOUL, that part of man which never dies, and
which is carried on from incarnation to incarnation.
I am assuming the theory of reincarnation to be

__
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than theory. It has been fiven to
me to remember past lives. although only two or
three; but even if one can remember any it surely
renders the theory a fact.
This OVER SOUL, or will-power, is the force which
sets the brain in motion, and which determines what
effect the thought generated will have. and also what
strength; it rests within ours;-Ives to decide the stage
we are to reach in each successive incarnation (after
we have been through a certain number). yet if we
seek the intelligent co-operation of the over <nul we
can. if we so desire. 3.CCOl'nDil:~h in one life what
might otherwise take centuries to perform.

something

more

LESSON II
THE seat of WILL, or the over soul, may, i think, be
safely placed in the NERVE AURA surrounding the
brain.
The exact nature of thought has not. so far as I
have been able to discover, ever been fully explained.
There is no doubt but that thought is of atomic
origin, else I do not quite see how, in accordance
with Nature's law, it could travel through the ether.
In regarding the action of thought in the ether, we
are too much in danger of regarding the ether as
something outside ourselves. and thought as an
unconsidered and unknown quantity, a mistake which
must be rigorously guarded against.
The ether permeates our whole body, and because
of this wonderful invisible medium, thought, magnetism, and other known substances of a similar
nature can attract to themselves matter from out the

universe; thought,

of course, having a greater power
of attraction than any other substance. There is
nothing in the world which can prevent this

attraction,

matter what may intervene between the thought
and the object it seeks. The reason for this may
be summed up in one word—ether. This acts as a
no

jgj

conducting

medium for the light waves which travel
from the most distant planets and fixed stars, light
which takes ten years to reach our little earth; and
it acts as a conducting medium for our thought,
whether we desire to send it to the other side of the

earth, or to some far distant region in the unknown,
back, back into the long forgotten past, or

or

forward into the yet unexplored future.
I have frequently held forth respecting the nature
of that invisiblc substance called after, but for the
benefit of new readers, at the risk of boring the old,

I will repeat myself.
The ether, then, is

invisible medium filling all
space; it is accepted by scientists as a necessity to
account for the transmission of LIGHT through space
where no ordinary medium, such as air, is to be
an

found.
scientists to be of a smooth, jelly-like
substance, and by Rosicrucians it is looked upon as
living flame: We are at present more concerned
with the scientific standpoint of what is called the
"lurniniferous ether.” As my readers can readily
understand, there must be some substance to till all
space, or we could get no light from sun or moon,
or the far distant stars.
This light travels‘ through the ether by means of
"wave.r,” that is, the tiny atoms, or particles, travel
It is said

by

1

through space

]o

i

series of concentric (that is, from
a common centre) waves, each particle communicating
motion to the next adjoining particle, and so on.
Remember, too, that each particle, or atom, becomes,
in its turn, a centre of disturbance, sending out new
waves. These wave lengths are exceedingly minute,
and travel at an immense speed. They follow the
wave form usual to water when, say, a stone is
thrown in to cause a disturbance. There is the crest
of the wave and the trough, and although the
scientific method of measuring the length of these
waves does not affect us at present, measured they
in

a

are.

light travels through ether by
means of wave: continually spreading outward; that
a RAY of light is really non-existent. Light travels
in minute particles, or atoms, and THOUGHT‘ is propelled through the ether and through space in a
similar manner to light.
You will consider the brain as a dynamo, only, of
course, more powerful than any other known machine,
and more delicately constructed. Man, as a race, is
in constant danger of underestimating the power of
this machine, simply because he cannot CONCEIVE of
We know that

such power.
From the central point of the brain, where motion
is so intense, it almost appears at a standstill,

_u__.

thought radiates outward, as light
central point of energy—-the sun.

radiates from

our

We have seen, first, the machine which generates
thought, and secondly. the medium through which
thought is propelled in its journey from one point of
the globe to another.
The NATURE of tho-gghf is such that it is invisible
as far as ocular demonstration is concerned, but its
POWER is such that it is manifested in our daily life
on every hand.
i assume thought to be ‘J atomic origin and, as
l have already explained. the ether is .1 smooth, jelly—
like substance with the property of transmitting
atoms and molecules (a molecule is :1 group of two
or more atoms) through space (which it entirely fills)
at a terrific speed, the speed, of course, depending
entirely upon the nature and size of the atom.
Thought atoms are so infinitesimal that they probably
exceed the highest known rate of speed, for the smaller
the atom the higher and swifter the rate of vibration.
Whenever anybody thinks. even on the most trivial
matter, they at once set up a stress (or disturbance)
in the ether. and all around them becomes disturbed.
If the thought was feeble. the disturbance will be
merely local. and affect nobody, although, if charged
with anger, worry, or discontent, it will affect the
thinker very much for evil.

_12._

Such thoughts upset the ether, recoil upon the
internal organism through the brain, and set up a state
of irritation similar to the mental process, thus
affecting not only the secretions of the vital organs,
but surround og the whole with a negative aura,
which destroys the waves of love and good feeling
which would 0 herwise surround that person. Then
also, in a slight degree, these conditions will afiect
others in the immediate vicinity. They may experience feelings of depression, and the sensation of
a cloudy atmosphere; but the thoughts are too
unorganised to have a luting effect, unless one is

continually living

this species of thought
emanation; it will not affect anybody seriously,
EXCEPT the THIN)-KER. He, or she, will at once
show the wo-'k they have been unconsciously perwith

i'orming—bad digestion, sleepless nights, wrinkles,
flabby cheeks, and the general inability to enjoy
anything. These are the lasting results of such disturbance of the etheric substances.
We are all anxious to obtain success in life, and
to help others; but the life success must be so
perfectly blended with the spiritual success, that the
two are one, else neither will be very lasting. I am
aware that certain people may take exception to this
statement, but it is my firm opinion that true life
success embraces this dual aspect I have described.

_.;3._

The law of vibration is always travelling from a
higher to 8 lower rate and back again; it follows a
free-path motion, and returns upon its journey laden
with the errand it set out to perform. if you will
look at the first diagram of this lesson, you will see
a perfect circle, which we will call the sphere of
spirit. At the mark "A" in this circle we see pure
spirit, and at "B" we will place matter. Thus A."
pure spirit, is a rate of vibration which is intense"

(Lesson 11.)
the swiftest possible. From this, spirit travels at a
rate that grows slower and gradually slower, and, of
course, more dense, until it arrives at the base "B,"
where it is practically at a standstill. This may be
interpreted as the procession of spirit through the
grosser shades of matter, until at B" we find matter
almost pure and simple; but from “B" back to “A"
again this etheric flow grows swifter and swifter, until
at "A" it again assumes its swiftest rate of speed,
"

and, having shaken oi? the confining
matter, is again merged into pure spirit.

elements of

the process of life. All life
is spirit, and this diagram represents the entire period
from the first separation of the individual from spirit,
on its journey through life to the time when, having
passed through countless incarnations, it is ready to
return whence it came. The reason for this journey
is not apparent, it is simply the law of Nature.
Thus from “A to “B" is the spiritual basis upon
which we are all founded, and from which, by the
slow processes of evolution, we attain the state of so
much gross matter, the state in which quite ninetenths of the population of the world are at present.
Then, from here, man's higher sense begins to crave
for a higher state of evolution, and at last realises
that he has it in his power to obtain this when he
pleases. "We live in that state-‘of development our
thoughts create for us." The higher our mental
aspirations, the swifter and purer the rate of vibration
we attain. if you live in the dirt you cannot expect
to attract anything else; but if you are a child of
sunshine, so will you be garbed in light, and draw to
yourself all that is yours by right.
To retrace our steps a little, we will repeat that
the brain centre is a medium. a machine for manifesting and creating thought, as a dynamo, only, of

We

can

trace this

"

as

_[5_
more powerful than any other known machine,
and more perfect.
At the centre of the brain, energy is so intense
that it almost appears to be still and calm, and from
this still centre radiates outward thought, the quality
and quantity of which depends upon the machine
which generates the power. The generating process
takes place through the all-compe'lIng action of the
WILL or OVER SOUL, that part of man which
never dies. This action is helped. and often to a

course,

very great degree, by correct breathing, which has
the most wonderful effect upon concentration of

thought.
The following diagrams will illustrate very clearly
how thought will proceed under g?\'cn circumstances.
Thought is dynamic, or, properly speaking, kinetic ;"
but. of course, the words apply to the same thing.
Under the compulsion of a strong and well-advanced
WILL. or over soul, thought travels in a direct line
towards that upon \Vl'llcl‘. it is concentrated. The
more intense this form of concentration, the swifter
and more direct the journey of that thought
Fig. 2 shows the action of thought when d‘rected
upon

some

particular point. From “A" to "B" we
thought travelling from the brain

get concentrated

“Producing motion

and its action."

Force of any kind

as a

motive power

....x6_

centre, “ A," to the point it is intended to reach, “ B."
This may be defined as organised thought, a substance of which the vibrations are almost as subtile
as

the

transmitting medium, etheric waves.

From "A" to
of

thought

as

“

C," however,

we

it is understood in

obtain the action

every-day‘ parlance,

r,-‘.5:

(Lesson II.)
the vacillating, uncertain thought of the unorganised
mind which follows a zigzag course, varying in
strength, and finally filtering away, without ever
reaching its goal.

LESSON III
To

the consideration of the various kinds
of thought waves we will now consider Fig. III.
(Lesson III.), which shows the action of the brain
when generating another kind of mind wave, when
the thought field, which closely resembles the
magnetic field, as known to electricians, is composed
of lines of force which are less concentrated because
more scattered in area, since they radiate outwards
to all points, still from the same calm centre.
But under the action of an organised mentality
each line reaches the mark.
Thus from “A" to the outermost circle on every
side, which in this case -.-.-e will take to represent the
known universe, or perhaps better still, as the world,
the thought rays travel in even quality, and with
direct force. When the student sits for general
resume

good thing
which mankind or nature as a whole (because of his
relation to nature) can give him, but without specifying any individual, then his thought follows the
direction of this figure, and his brain machine just
radiate: the thought as the sun radiates light.
It falls gently, and equally distributed upon all,
concentration, desiring,

or

expecting

—:7-

some

C
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insensibly, often by what may seem the
queerest chances, those on whom it falls are drawn
and almost

to that centre power, and the

business,

or

thinker, be it for

otherwise, realises that his concentration

has borne fruit.

Figure

IV.
sent in the

clearly indicates the nature of thought
general direction, but consisting of

FIG. 3.

vacillating action, and will explain better
than anything else why it is that some people have
never achieved anything by the study of mental and
spiritual science, or any other of the many methods
of improving thought life.
They are not the masters of the laws governing
mental action, nor do they clearly comprehend the
uneven

and

_.[9_
kinetic nature of this curious and powerful substance,
or the method of its prop‘-.lsron through the ether.
The third law of motion is, “that action and
reaction are equal in force, bu‘ apposite in direction."
Hue we are considering the action of somebody
:.-n"'~ "ed with energy by natura‘. or mechanical
meaz‘. As an example, if you take an india-rubber

Pic. 4.

ball and throw it against a wall, it will return to
you with exactly the same force with which it struck
the wall; and it's just exactly the same with any
other body, or mass of atoms (for do not forget that
everything from a stone to the human body is built
up of atoms. In some things, such as the human
body, gases, electricity, or water. the atoms are in

_2o_

continual motion; in others, such as rocks, certain
chemical. etc, they are in a state known as
"inertia," hat is to say, they are resting, waiting
for sore o'her substance to come along and wake
them up, then, hey, presto! they are as full of life
and encrgv as anything else. Often the chemical
aCtiOD of smoke and atmosphere will make large

apparently dead, or inert, really
‘. mass of movement, every tiny particle of stone
vibrating), "hey come back to you with exactly the
suildings,

'hich

are

force you send them, or with which nature
sends them, as the case may be.
So that_ ay, the flinging of the ball against the
wall is the action, and the force with which they
meet creates the reaction, sending the ball back
whence it came; at the same time if the ball strikes
the wall so i'e:bly that hardly any reaction is given,
it will fall to the ground for want of momentum, or
impetus (tire fbrce wit}: w/tic/x a body it driven or

same

iupelled).
Thought rays (thought being a vibratory mass, as
e have agreed) sent out through the ether with
direct force. will return upon their centre (the brain)
w'-‘.h equal force to that which sent them forth. So.
according to this '-aw, thought goes out, charged with
its duty, and returns to the starting point having
fulfilled its mission, if the thinker is organised. So

._a;_

that thought goes out to perform an errand, and will
return to you laden with just what you sent it for,
ll-‘ vou ARE MASTER.
Thought 1': your ssnvnzwr,
and if properly used will always bring you what you
send it for.
In the realm of occultism the psychic forces which
are used by man follow very much the same laws
which govern the natural, or partly material world,
but so far from realising this important fact man has
sought for laws outside those he knows. it has been
my experience that the occult is so simple it passes
the comprehension of the man in the street, who
looks for mystery where there really is none. Life
in all its manifestations is simple, and is governed,
ONE law, ONE
as the ancients taught, by ONE
word. It is the teachings which are complex, not
the subject. and anything which _can be done to
simplify such teachings is most decidedly a step in
the right direction.
There is the old, old motto, used by Freemasons
and others of religious and mystic persuasions, in has
sigma wince: (by this sign thou shalt conquer), and
man has. speaking also of the esoteric societies and
masonic brotherhood, taken this to mean the sign of
the cross. Yet how can a cross help us to conquer?
I will tell you what it really means; it

life,

1.

22
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conquer, and it is not even the Christ who is but a
myth to many, it is the Christ within ourselves. and
until we recognise this great power of good within
us we shall never conquer. It has always seemed to
me that the solidity of our bodies has been a drawback to the mental acceptance of the occult truths
we are trying to make a part of our minds, and that
the idea that we have so many stone of flesh and
blood, bone and muscle to support, keeps us from the
realisation of the mighty truth that we are all
MIND and LOVE, so l'am anxious for my pupils to
get their minds clear of that and to believe and
understand that they are as much spirit as anything
else. The very materiality of the fleshly body is a
hindrance to mental and psychical development, but
I do not wish you to deny your body, it is there all
right enough, and a very great necessity. too; I only
want you to grasp the fact that by recognising
the occult significance of “I AM LOVE,” or “I AM
POWER,” you are admitting the fact that your entire
body is permeated throughout with the etheric wave:
which act as a medium /or all things throughout the

infinite.
So that you ARE love and power, and being all
love nothing can ever really harm you if you
understand the law. Your body is an animated
magnet, and the space it fills in the atmosphere is

_g3_.

just

great centre of attraction. Say so half a
hundred times a day, think of all it means to you,

"I

a

am

FORCE, the

manifesting

in my

LAW or

body

and

can

LIFE.

be

The law is

tapped

for

use

whenever I wish to do so."
There is a great power in words, not that the
words themselves are of any value, but they can and
do convey suggestions, and when you concentrate
upon certain words you set up the conditions those
words convey to your brain machine. You say the
word LOVE; it at once awakens a certain train of
thought. and as you think you set in motion vibrations which, ever reaching outward, bring you into
mental contact with the best the world has for you,
the best part of the men and women with whom
you come 7nto business or social relations. the best
of the mineral. animal, and vegetable kingdoms, and
but not least, the best of the spiritual world and
of YOURSELF. You MAKE yourself LOVE, and you
are lave; you simply radiate love as a stove or the
So let that be your battle-cry;
sun radiates heat.
let I‘: be your password to a better state, "1 AM
LOVE, Lovi-‘. PILLS Mv ENTIRE nonv." Even if it
brought you no material benefit (which i: will do).
the experiment is well worth trying for the simple

last,

you meet will
unbend to your influence, and how mu:h Lived in

pleasure

of

seeing

how

everybody

return you will become. It will be simply your
mental body responding to the suggestion carried by

the word love, and from the mental to the physical
body is but a gradation, and thus you manifest the
meaning of this little word not only mentally, but

physically
I have shown how thought does and should travel,
and why it is capable of performing its journey
through the ether, but I only treated of this in a
perfunctory manner, because I wanted to explain
more fully in the lesson of thought fields, to which
we are coming in our next lesson.

LESSON IV
Tm-: arguments advanced in this lesson are worthy
of particular attention, because. in the first place, they
will help us to a clearer understanding of the occult
power of thought when properly directed and
euergired by concentration, and also because it clearly
demonstrates the affinity existing between esoteric
and physical laws. Before treating of the effects of
radiant energy and thought fields, it will be as well
to understand, first, what radiant energy is, and
second, what is a field?
To take the meaning of energy first, as distinguished from mat:'an,- energy is the term applied
to any mass (or any body), which, when moving,
strikes against another body and sets that also
moving, and the power of the original body to move
another is known as its energy, and measured
according to the amount of movement it is able to

impart.
Radian! energy is the term applied to any mass
body of matter possessing energy of a nature that
can be imparted to the atmosphere, or the medium
which surrounds it, and the speed with which this
energy is transmitted depends entirely upon the
or

_.,s_
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ability

of the medium to transmit energy, and not
upon the fiarce itself.
Thus the thought atoms are in perfect sympathy
with the medium, ether, and as a consequence ether
is an ideal transmitter for thought waves.
Remember that any substance or matter thus
distributing radiant energy can set other masses of
matter in motion, and this is an important part of
our statement regarding the vibratory nature of
thought. The ether transmits such wave motions in

rtraxfght line: and there is no limit to the distance
they can travel, they can go on indefinitely; but the
point I am leading up to is what is technically called
the field, and the explanation thereof.
To return to my old method of illustration, I will
ask you to look carefully at Fig. I.
The centre “A" is the mass which we know
possesses the power of distributing radiant energyNow all the space outside that mass or body, to the

_

2::

extent within which it is

_.

capable

acting in this
bring them to a
of

way upon other bodies, so 1:‘ to
similar condition to its own, is what scientific men
call £5»: field. That is to say, the space surrounding
and in front of the mass forms the field. So that
"B" in the preceding diagram represents that field;
and the extent of the field depends altogether upon
the fbrcs. or energy, possessed by the mass. The
more force it has the wider is the field through
which its energy is distributed. Think how the great
brains of the world make their influence felt. Or
think again how the sun's energy pervades the vast
space separating it from our planet.
Taking The magnet sun as the best possible illustration of an object akin to thought energy, it is
known that a magnetic field cannot exist without an
inducing magnet, or current of electricity. Every
magnet has what are called its poles, the term
applied to the two ends. and these poles are called
respectively positive and negative. Magnetism as a
study is probably unknown to many of my readers,
and a few words of explanation may help the
student The common magnet or lode-stone is found
in Magnesia, in Asia Minor, and in other parts of
the world. It has the property of drawing, or
attracting to itself pieces of steel and iron, and also
of invariably pointing to the north and south.

_
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Artificial magnets are made by rubbing a piece
of steel on a lode-stone, when the iron will acquire
the properties of the lode-stone. Dr. Gilbert, in 1600,
found out that the attraction appeared to reside in
a long-shaped magnet at two ends, and these two
regions were called poles (Greek polar, from pelo, to
move), so the magnetic pole is literally one of the
points in a magnet, corresponding to the poles of
the earth, the one pointing north and the other
south; the poles are almost invariably at the ends.
That portion of a magnet lying between the
poles is less magnetic, and does not attract "so
strongly, and half way between the poles there is no
attraction at all.
The first law of magnetism is that “like magnetic
poles repel one another, and unlike magnetic poles
attract one another." So that two north pointing
poles will violently repel one another, but two poles,
one north pointing, or positive, and the other south
pointing, or negative, will attract one another.
The earth is itself a magnet with its north pointing
and south pointing pole, and man is a magnet also;
in fact all nature in its variety of forms and phases
is composed of magnets, each atom and molecule
having its positive and negative poles.
The human brain has also its positive and negative
aspects, and its pole: are situated respectively in the
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cerebnuu and cerebellum, as the third diagram will
show you (see Lesson 1. for explanation of brain
divisions). Figure 2 shows the ordinary magnetic
lines radiating from an ordinary magnet, the space
filled with the lines being the magnetic field.
Now coming to our immediate subject, Tlzaug/zt.
You will readily understand how the THOUGHT FIELD
can follow the same lines as the magnetic field.
Here IS the brain and the THOUGHT FIELD. Thus
we get "A,” the brain, “B," the thought lines the

thought field.
be a body, or

As I

explained before, there

must

mass of matter to distribute radiant
and
unless
there is the body or fierce to
energy,
create a field—magnetic, electric, chemical, mechanical
or thought, which you please—-there can be no field.
In the tlmug/rt field the BRAIN is the mass of
matter, the force which radiates energy and creates
a “field,-" in the feeble, unorganised brain this field
is weak, and affects only a limited area. But the
greater the personal magnetism, the more powerful
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and

organised
radiation, the

the brain, the greater the extent of its
wider its field, the more lasting its
efi'ects. And the generation of tlwuglu force, or
mind, which I described in my last lessons, makes
the advent of some great man or woman. Great,
according to the sphere of their labour and their
ruling talent.
Thus, roughly, we have Christ, Buddha, Nero,

Shakespeare, Boadicea, just a few names, with
difierent qualities, yet all with sufficient fin: to have
‘created energy enough to last through the ages!
When two brains are working together for the
purposes of telepathy, or healing, one must be
positive, the other negative, and they create what is
called attraction, for by means of the sympathy
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between them

they set up a stress (pressure) in the
thought fields act in such a way that
they are pushed together (by this I mean the
thought lines, not the brains), and commingle and
blend under the conditions described above. They
exchange, or transfer their energy, the transfer always
taking place from the one possessing the higher rate
to the one possessing the lower. Thus one person
ether, and

the

FIG. 4.

transmitter, and the other

receiver.
The one is negafive, and the other paritxbc, otherwise
they would repel instead of attract, since “like
magnetic poles repel one another, and unlike magnetic poles attract.” That is to say, two positive
poles would repel each other, but a positive pole and
So like
a negative pole would attract each other.
minds repel each other, and unlike minds attract, or
acts

as

a

as

a
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perhaps

it would be better to say that the strong
mind attracts the weak, and ask: um-J.
Illustration 4 shows how each brain acts upon the
thought field of the other, and it should be remembered this action applies more particularly to the
various processes of mental healing, success vibration,
etc., etc.

LESSON V
WE

forget that the attributes of the mass
are possessed by the atom (that is to say, each atom
contains in itself everything to be found in the mass),
and that every atom of brain matter or of thought
is acting upon each neighbouring atom in the
must not

brain will act upon another, and
going on indefinitely, so that every object
throughout the cosmos is continually atiecting the
space surrounding it in various ways, its temperature
(thought HAS a temperature. and to the sensitive this
becomes at once apparent.’ whether hot, cold or
normal, and it is my opinion that a machine will
soon be made showing the thought temperatures of
people), and its effects upon the surrounding space,
with its magnetic or electric qualities, and in the case
of thought with its spiritual, material, good and
mistaken qualities.
It is because of the vastness of thought and its
possibilities that the study of its laws is so interesting
and so very complex. When a man makes a movement of his body, he at once alters the position of
the ether, and sets up a stress or pressure; but when
he thinks, he sets up a much more powerful stress;
same

way that

one

that this is

-

n

-

D
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and when we consider the thinking which characterises some minds, we can at once understand why
they are like a rudderless boat in a stormy sea; they
seem to be setting up all sorts of cross currents
around them, and the result is a life of misery.
When the organised thinker exercises mental power,
he sets up an even shess, and, to use a simile, the
wind only blows one way, and so this man is not
literally devoured by his own conflicts. I do not
think that any man would willingly attempt to make
his life hell, when he can make it heaven to a
very great extent. To show how deeply we are
affected by the thoughts of others, consider a clever
actress; she can play upon the feelings of her
audience, move them to tears, horror, or laughter,
just as she pleases, yet her mental state is only
simulated; but for the time the greater number of
that audience are really coucr-m'r1u-xrmc on the
woman before them, and so are swayed by the
emotions she depicts.
So I get my pupils to concentrate on what they
love to begin with. That is why, as a general
rule. people who take up the new thought can rout
poverty quicker than any evil of the body. They
are fairly used to sickness, etc., but they can never
feel satisfied with the continual grind of poverty.
If you emit love, you will shake off that demon

hate; if

you think only of success you will gain it;
give your heart to these things only you
will succeed for a time only. Bear in mind that the
voice of the Spirit must be obeyed also, and that
befor you ca" achive earthly happiness you must
be equall adv inced in both spiritual and material
BUT if you

things
Man is mechanical, and his development to a
certain plane IS also mechanical. but after that the
urine’ man holds full sway and we can become just
what our minds conceive ordere only by such laws
of nature as are part of our be'ng, and intended for
our general unfoldment. l'~. is true. as mental science
claims, that we can ove come evil and substitute
good. but we can nev.-r be quite free from nature’:
laws, and the very mistakes we make are prime
factors in our mental developme It.
In the previous lessons we h3VC been chiefly
concerned with the projection of thought in a concentrated form, and passing on o the consideration
of personal and curative magnetism, we will investigate the methods of concentrating o forces within.
That is to say, instead of project ng our thought
outward to either convey a message, br ng back an
answer, or to attract certain aflinities we desire from
out the infinite, we are now. thinking of turning our
thought forces inwards, and must con rive to do so
0
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in such a manner that no outward radiation takes
place whatever.
I am assuming the student to be aware that all
force comes from within, and that all spirit is also
within; that is to say, there is no need to "prospect"
outside the self. Within your own physical body
are contained all your psychic forces, and also your
.syr'n't‘ual body, whilst locked up in the memory of
the past are all the teachings of spirit. all knowledge
of life and so-called death, of love. of truth, of power,
all that has ever been-—-you know it all; you have
but to unlock the memory of past births and you
will speedily find that before you is a store of
knowledge such as you never imagined possible
before.
To a certain extent we are ordered by destiny, yet
so far as the general events of each incarnation are
concerned we are alone responsible for them. Each
man and woman is a power in themselves, possessing
all the potentiality of divinity. They need not seek
for light from without; they have it all within
themselves.
This is the most difficult lesson the student has
to learn; it is curious that he may read it in
hundreds of books, he told it by as many teachers,
but until he has arrived at a certain stage of development he cannot realise the fact for what it is worth.

This method of inward concentration is the most
precious of all and the most important. The processes I have indicated in previous lessons appertaiu
more to the acquirement of material things than
spiritual, but this method applies more nearly to the
realm of spirit.
I do not wish to be misunderstood All thought,
as all progress, comes from within, but under certain
circumstances you project that thought, and under
certain other circumstances it is turned inward, so
that all the light of your reason is concentrated
upon your soul.
When we project our
we send them
outside ourselves, maybe to travel on some mission,
or to heal the sick, to carry a message to a friend,
or any other material object, good in itself, but not
always of the highest spiritual benefit—to the thinker.
If you will look at illustration 1 (Lesson V.) you will
see the method involved. The outermost circle may
be regarded as the limit of the brain; of course,
meaning the machine, not the force generated.
This circle I have marked "B." “A" is the
physical heart, the altar of the etheric centres of
the body (according to the Rosicrucian teachings).
Now the rays of thought, instead of being projected
outwards, are turned directly inwards to the heart,
and these rays, or vibrations, follo-2' the direction oi

thoughts
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"B" to “ A," instead of from “A" to "B." So that,
like I dark lantern, there is nothing to be seen from
outside, all the light is concentrated within.
As in the ordinary form of concentration, do not
try too much at first. This is even more trying than
the other, because, unless a very ardent student of
it is less interesting. At the same time,
the
where true progress is desired it is absolutely

‘occult,

necessary.

As

long

as we

learn from books and from lessons

but novitiates. and the knowledge we obtain
in second hand at best, but once we have really
learnt how to concentrate we no longer remain in
the outer temple, we are no longer dependent upon
others, we know for aurulver. Study the foregoing
we are

diagram well; then, having got
your mind, sit down quietly and

firmly in
your thoughts

the idea
turn

inwards as l have described.
I find that pupils are more likely to achieve results
if they use some word or words in their concentration, and suggest the following:
Breathe deeply, but perfectly evenly and without
effort; do not attempt to count the breathing, nor to
hold it any length of time; let the whole process be
quite natural and not forced. Deep breathing, that
is to say from the abdomen, or rather from behind
it. from the solar plexus, has a most curious and
direct effect-upon all eflbrts in the way of concentration, clairvoyance and kindred powers of spirit.
As you breath in, think; Mink, with every particle
of your brain, "Lave." Consider, as you say it, all
that is bound up in the word, how it relates you to
spin’ “l have always been love; I am love divine,
and I intend to manifest my divinity in this body.’
Dwell upon this as you take your inhalation, and as
you s owly and evenly exhale.
Keep on repeating this for from five to ten minutes.
“Love” or “ Wisdom," "Life," “Divinity," but you
must think it up with all your mind and continue to
do so until you have taken it in in its entirety. You
must soak it In, and when you have got it, keep fast
hold, and do not ever relinquish
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When you think these words you are gradually
moulding yourselves into these conditions. Perhaps
the best word of all is " Power"; it means so much,
but you must clearly realise what you do mean, and
you must not take up any side issues, not let your
thoughts wander from the inward focus I have described. That is why I gave the other forms of
concentration first, because they are easier to master,
and prepare the student for the heavier task now
under discussion. Remember that your thought can
mould your body, and that as you think so you will
become, so that when you stop for ten minutes or
longer in the contemplation of your prospective
power, wisdom and love, you are actually growing
into these things, and as long as you think them
intelligently you are bound to become them.
Now when you have accomplished this matter,
try a little farther; but although you take all the
lessons at once, you cannot do both these exercises
at once, and you simply must take one step at a
time.
Sit as before, breathe evenly; now ask a question,
make your mind blank. and listen for the answer.
You will get a clear message in perhaps a month or
two. Do not be impatient, you cannot hurry this
thing; just listen as if you were waiting for a human
voice to speak to you. Listen intently. and at last

you will get

an

answer, either

directly

or as an

impression.
It is very difficult for some people to make the
brain a blank, and it is not at all easy to teach the
process. I think, however, that the best way is to
take it by degrees. Try to kill all thought for a
minute at a time,
increasing the time, from
day to day. In this way you obtain perfect control
of your brain machine. You can eliminate thought
altogether or think on any chosen subject at will,
and you must not despair if you do not gain
immediate results. You cannot possibly learn in a
second, it takes time, and the longer you take to
acquire your knowledge the more thorough it will be,
and the results more lasting.

gradually

LESSON VI
THERE

are

two distinct aims in the attainment of the

power of concentration. First, to mould the consciousness into a new and better state; second, to
attain the highest possible knowledge of things

spiritual.
Remember that habit is what you desire to cultivate, so that you are able to form your body anew,
and to repeat the process almost involuntarily is the
chief necessity for continual and regular concentration, for the more concentrated and single your
mind becomes on any particular point, the more it
tends to permanency, and in the same way, if you

irregular, you tend to suppress the thought
power you ought to manifest.
The cellular brain tissues are greatly changed by
this process of correct thinking, and may be actually

are

increased, whilst those which have been constructed
by wrong thinking are caused to waste away. Every
efiort at right thought, or concentration, brings into

play
the

set of atoms which tend to build up
tissues, and at the same time devour and

a new
new

destroy

the old.
There is absolutely

gothing
_‘....

in all the world

so

plastic

be moulded by
the will or over soul of the owner or of someone
who may have influence over him, and in this way
a teacher, by applying the right impulse, may bring
the pupil _to a higher state of mind, and help him
in the process of rebuilding his physical and mental
as

the brain of

man.

It

can

system.
When a man arrives at a state when he realises
how much his over soul can do for him, he does not
need a teacher to help in the moulding process, but
when, as very frequently happens, the spirit awakens
in a man whose over soul is still more or less
dormant, then is the guidance of a teacher more or
less of

a

necessity.

Often the searcher after truth doubts his

own

power and divinity, and so long as he doubts he will
obtain little benefit from the occult. lt is the poor
opinion of his own powers which keeps man in the
background, and also that he forgets that every
moment of his life he is fashioning the future, that is
to say, that all his thoughts to-day may take material
form to-morrow, or the day after, so that each time
he fails to concentrate with earnest purpose, each
time he omits the daily exercise, he is postponing
his future happiness.
The action of breathing deeply, which I have
recommended, has the effect of quiclcening the
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circulation of the blood. and in some way acts upon
the brain tissue, making sight, in the spiritual sense,
hearing, and sense all more acute; and when you
think some strong and positive thought as you
breathe, it has the effect of sending this message

part of the body, right along the nerves,
arteries and blood vessels, until the whole body

to every

has taken up the chorus and is full of the power
of your thought. Here again the value of concentration comes in; a decided message sent along
your physical telegraph wires reaches the point at
once and makes a firm and decided record, whilst
a weak thought has no such effect. So that if you
seek to overcome some bodily ill, get a clear grasp
of the part that needs renovation, and then turn
all your thought force inwards and send a strong
message to that part.
"I am strong, I am well, I am divine. All is life,
and in my thought and mind dwells infinite life.
I am making my future all along the line. and that
future shall be perfection. I am invincible, nothing
can harm me, and it is my intention to manifest
my power right now in my body."
Do not .ay these words like a parrot; think of
all they mean, think of all they put behind you,
and of all they open up before you. You are making
your future now, Now, and when you sit in concen-

tration you
or

are

weaving

your

own

fate——good, bad

indifferent.

Having

learnt how to concentrate for a few minutes
at a time, first on things mundane, then on the more
diflicult phases of spirit, make a habit of devoting a
short time daily to the contemplation of your future
prospects. When you begin to know the peace and
calm which falls upon you after sitting in this concentration, you will begin to value it accordingly; at
first it soon wears off, but as your mind becomes
more and more organised so will the results last
longer, and the time will come when you can take
this infinite peace with you wherever you go, take
it with you and bestow it upon others.
In the natural course of events all the thought
force which I am asking you to conserve is
wasted. and so you achieve little success in either
business or any other matter.
When you desire business success you must concentrate all your thought force upon the matter
that must succeed. and you must then name it aloud;
in your thought see it a success. and then expect
that success to rnanizfist.
Now having done that, begin to weave your thought
into powerful currents. See these currents travelling
to the object and surrounding it on every side, until
It is bathed in powerful currents of thought force,
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which are more powerful and can travel faster than a
flash of lightning, and are more deadly in execution
than a strong electric battery; these in their turn act
as magnets and attract all the good forces in other
people who are brought into contact with the matter
in hand, and they in their turn do all they can to
foster its success. You may ask how to weave the
thought current I have spoken oi’.
I strongly advise the use of the imagination to aid
in this. The first ingredient is the power to concentrate; the second is to see in your imagination

your mind machine producing and generating a very
line and subtle fluid, full of this marvellous power;
then, of course, you project it as directed in the
first lesson, and let it follow the course given in
the above diagram. “A" is the brain, “B” is the
thought force which travels on its journey through
the ether, “C" is the object you desire to enfold
with this mighty current of living mind stufli
Perform this exercise two or three times a day,
and you will never fail, that is to say, as soon as

you have

got your brain into‘

sufficiently organised
orders. This ought to
a

condition to carry out your
be the case in about two or three months, if you
follow these lessons implicitly. You see, it is not a
case of miracles, but simply a system of organised
education, and the results are as sure as the Tower
of London.
Always regard thought as a substance. You can
conceive very easily of the effect a flash of lightning
would have if it played around any given object for
a time, or better still, you well know the efi'ect a
current of magnetism has upon a bar of iron, and
as I have told you again and again. your thought is
more powerful than any of these things, and when
you play it in the right condition around any given
object, then you produce the same results; for as
the flow of magnetism produces what is known as
induction (that is to say, t/te transference of a magnetic
or electric state from an electrified body to a noneleetnfied body, by proximity witlzout contact), so your
thought force inducts its etheric substance into whatever you choose to play it upon.
The analogies between the science of electricity,
and, indeed, the whole realm of physics and the
nournenal world of thought and spirit are curious,
and the more one investigates the more certain it
appears that the same law: govern both.

9%!
LESSON VII

‘THESE

papers would not be perfect without some
reference to the method of concentration used by the
Indian adepts, who acquire the habit ONLY BY
DEVOTING A LIFETIME TO THE STUDY.
We in the West have not the time for this, nor do
I think we shall benefit very much by the various
methods of "killing thought" advocated by those
who wish merely to make the mind blank to receive
inspirational communications from what is the
“
unknown," but I know that we can make our mind
blank without any particular effort it’ we will not
attempt to do too much at firstg and we must also
remember that strong healthy bodies are necessities
for those who would take up the concentrating
methods with any zest, for when we hold our mind
to any given subject for any length of time, the
grosser atoms of thought which have travelled to
the spot or object concentrated upon, sink down,
back to the original starting p'.ace—in fact they filter
away, and their place is taken by finer particles,
causing a great mental strain upon the thinker, and
unless there is strong health to back up the nervous
strain, madness. or brain fever would be the result,
—

‘|

_

the health is all right concentration
will benefit, and not harm the student. Grow to
the
gradually, and you will gain all you
need, and find all efforts crowned with success.
It is not at all a bad plan to use a glass bowl of
water when concentrating. Fix the desire in mind,
and try to see the words spell out in the bowl;
this method helps to fix the attention, and if a bowl
of water is not handy, try a pencil and a piece of
paper; the idea is simply to convey the message
to the brain, through the retina of the eye, for this
holds the image as does the sensitive plate used by
the photographer.
Sit when most convenient—it is almost impossible
to have any fixed time. In any course of lessons
written for general use it is almost impossible to
give just the information needed by each individual,
and if my pupils will explain their personal diificulties
they will help me and themselves, for I will gladly
write a full reply to all their requirements upon
receipt of 2s. 6d. to cover time and stationery.
The following brief rules may be remembered :—
If you want money, see it coming to you; let
your concentration be general; have faith; expect
what you want to come to you.
If you have ill health, do not think of the
particular disease which may trouble you, but con-

but

as

long

as

practice

3
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centrate all your attention upon the acquirement of
perfect health; do not let any other idea come

into your mind for the time being; say, "I AM
WELL, PERFECT HEALTH [5 MINE, pure
‘vital blood flow: through my rm'n.r; I am a perfect
manifestation of the All Good, and in every part of
my body there it notlring but life and love." I have
found this statement to bring relief even in the
most obstinate cases, and it seldom fails. Talk
nothing but health, sleep, dream, and EAT it, and you
will very soon manifest it, for if people talked health
half as assiduously as they discuss their pet ailments,
the doctors would have to find a new profession!
Do you think that because you have not immediate
health that you are making a false statement; you
are, by your mental attitude, preparing the "TOMORROW," and so the statement is true, for if
you say "I will be well," instead of "I am well,"
you are postponing the harvest of your thought.
If your trouble should be some great sorrow let
your statement run thus:—"1 AM LOVE, LOVE
FILLS MY BODY, AND I AM FULL OF THE
GLORIOUS AND JOYOUS RADIANCE ONLY
LOVE CAN EMITI ALL IS GOOD, AND [AM
HAPPY." Do not say this once but dozens of times,
and allow the statement to sink in until you become
the image of your ideal.
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in time you will become as radiant as the love
you profess, and when this takes place you will find
the world all right without any further effort on

your part.
Now I intend passing on to the subject of "Personal
Magnetism," and the question naturally arises :—
What tlr Personal Magnetism?
Followed by the equally pertinent demand—What
are its user?
Personal Magnetism is really many things. First
it is organised will power; secondly it is /ualtlr;
thirdly it is the ability to amalgamate the will power
and health, and aided by the desire to "obtain"
certain objects. to so prq/"act the subtile and highly
potent magnetic force thus generated in the body.
as to attract people and circumstances—it means
that every man and woman can become a natural
magnet, if they will persevere in their eflbrts to
develop this force.
As for its uses, they are many.
This magnetic force is powerful to heal the sick,
the greatest use to which, in my opinion, it can
be put.
It enables the

repel

man or woman

will,

who possesses it to

themselves
SUCCESS, MONEY, FAME. POWER. HAPPINESS

attract

or

(r_'f they use

at

it wi.r:lr)!

or

to draw to
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magnetism, then, is a very subtile sub
stance filling the entire universe.
It is more subtile than ether, just as ether is more
Animal

Iubtile than air, and air than water.
As the vibrations of the ether permit light to
travel, and the vibrations of the air sound, so the
vibrations of the animal magnetism permit and
cause other phenomena.
This vibratory substance is sometimes called “ad"
or “adyli: force," but I prefer the term animal or
personal magnetism, because it is so much simpler
and easier to understand, whether it is to be used as
a healing agent or for any other purpose.
Every magnet has a pa:t'!x'uc and negative pole (the
poles are situated at the two ends of an elongated

generally accepted to
Negative "LESS, or wEAKER._ The first law of Magnetism is
that like Magnetic poles repel one another, and
unlike Magnetic poles attract.
So the positive attracts the negative, the negutrbt
the positive, the strong the weak.
in man, the Magnet, the two poles are represented
by his body and mind, we are taught by Helen

magnet).

These terms

are

mean—“ Pa.u'tiu¢ "—uoaz, srnoucnn,

"

Wilmans.
The BODY is the

THOUGHT

the

the mind

POWER

negative pole, MIND or
pa.n't:'u:. The positive filffldq

which has been made familiar with its

own

unlimited

power, can attract to itself, by an ordinary reasoning
process Animal Illagmtism, and increase and store
(Iris force for everyday use. and general: it according to

necessity.
intimately associated with your will power,
your brain, your tliouglzr, but for the cultivation you
must follow the exercises given in a later lesson,
and you will attain real life, will throw of your
years, of your cares, and gain such lmzlllz and success
It is

you desire—and more!
The recognition of a Universal Intelligence is
essential.
I want you to become strong Individually, to rest
upon the knowledge of your own power; but do
not forget this same power is but the reflected glory
of the one Light, the centre of all things.
It is the custom of many teachers of Metaphysics
to assert that a personal God is impossible, that God
is an essence, and does not possess a personality.
With this teaching many pupils are repelled
who would otherwise be attracted to the Higher
as

Thought.
Science must always advance, and when I undertake the task of assimilating the metaphysical Deity
with the Theological Deity, I am going one step
forward.

Briefly the idea is this :—
It has been astronotnically ascertained that the
milky way is a gigantic belt of suns and worlds (of
System is a very second rate
afl'air. so far as size is concerned) which is continually revolving around, and is ordered by some

which

unseen

our own

Solar

centre of

Gravity,‘ upon

which the whole
convinced is “Gad"—

depends. This,

I am firmly
the Father, a God of unlimited power.
From this glorious Being radiates a powerful,
subtile essence, which reaches throughout the unand the name of this
limited realms of space
emanation is both Life and Love.
Wherever there is substance or life, which it for
ever creates—tIure is set up a Holy Shrine, and the
place assigned to that shrine in man, is, by Rosierucians, assumed to be the plzyrical HEART.
which is the centre of the physical body. as the
Father is the centre of ALL.
Within the valves of the human heart this Holy
radiance settle: and fiudr a /lame, as a sunbeam might
settle upon a flower, and from thence, at tlu drktatxbn
of man’: tonrabus will and t/taught, this 1)z"m'ne lrjglu
can again radiate in infinite love, drawing to the man
all Ire need: of lzeall/2, or wealth, or fiappinesr. For
in this way he becomes one with the Father, an
intimate and dearly beloved Friend.
—-
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This definition may also be applied to the lvrain,
if the student prefers that to the p/rysical /zmrf.
Now FAITH in your power to achieve success in
the use of personal Magnetism is a very large factor
towards that success.
The man who has confidence in his ability. when
wishing to transmit Magnetism. is going a very long
way towards swift results; but the man who doubt:
his ability to exert t/11': /arc: simply waste: it.
A state frequently seen in the idealistic mind is
that of the dreamer who can formulate but never
execute. simply because of either intense waste of
Magnetic power, or because of prostration of the
entire nervous system.
A strong will must be normal. having complete
control over every mental and bodily function. and
to this end these lessons are intended.
I am teaching you to assert your SELF to be
an Individual Entity, instead of a knock-kneed invertebrate, bolstered up at every turn by all sorts
of unhealthy. weakening devices. The Magnetic WILL
can only be cultivated by constant practice, when
instead of being the plaything of Fate or Circumstance, you become the wire-pulier, and order your
own Circumstance.

LESSON VIII
PERSONAL

ability to

magnetism, then,

means

exert that power over

power, and the

people,

and even to
extent over circumstances, because the
a certain
people we influence and come in contact with go a
long way towards CREATING circumstances.
The man or woman best able to exert this power

belongs to

what is known as the VITAL temperament.
This, when analysed, resolves itself simply into
the temperament of perfect health and vitality;
although it is very usual to make this temperament
a matter of colouring (red, or auburn haired people,
in fact), I don't find it pans out this way at all, in
fact, ANY colouring may be vital, provided the
person has the energy and perseverance to cultivate
the vital principles; and it's purely humbug to put
any hard and fast rule to this matter at all.
The one thing that it certain, however, is that
all want to cultivate that temperament who are
desirous of obtaining rowan, mus Lin: and success
Vital means LIFE or relating to life, and the vital
temperament is used to describe those people who
are

in

a

state of PERFECT MENTAL AND PHYSICAL

BALANCE.
—’—-

They enjoy perfect bodily and mental health, and
the one is not developed at the expense of the other
They have clear. fresh skins, bright eyes, firm
flesh, spirits buoyant, and the power of attracting
other people very great. These, in a word, are the
people who possess the greatest store of NATURAL
animal magnetirm.
But the great point is that one and all can take
this characteristic, and so increase their stock of
magnetic and electric particles that they BECOME

on

VITAL!
The vital temperament radiates magnetism.
The invisible currents pass off in every direction
from every part of the body, and so great is the
force of this subtle power, that although r'nm'.r¢'bl¢
to the naked eye the camera can rural it; and the
HUMAN now! and HUMAN man at once feel the
impression, bodily as a th-ill, or xnuatian of warmth,
mentally as an invigorating slwcé from an electric
battery, or as an overpowering desire to “go out and
do :ame!Iu'ug"/

temperament has the ability to influence
every person (and animal) who comes in contact
with him, but has a GREATER rowan ‘mum ‘nus.
Such

a

influence those with whom he does not
come into actual contact until they are drawn to
him, in answer to his thought.
He

can
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This

magnetic power in the
spirit or unrveasu. DOVE. He recognises the spirit.
or the love principle in everyone, shedding his power
man

radiates his

from the store-house i have described in Lesson VII.
upon mankind as a whole.
The powerful magnetic rays issuing from his person
draw to him, from out of the immense mass of
_

humanity, all

can be useful to him.
wr'lI:r'rr himself the Love Spirit; he
mentally sees this spirit radiating outward from his
body an essence of immense force. which Ends in
resting place within those hearts, or upon those
minds which he so lovingly recognises.
REMEMBER that the man or woman who rnisuses
this power will surely find it turned back upon
themselves to their undoing.
Wmm YOU ATTRACT 92091.3 it is because you

He

that

sees

supply something they need, something they lack;
your powerful miagnetism fills an empty space. This
is the secret which makes one public speaker a huge
success. and another a downright failure.
The one man has a great store of personal
magnetism. He holds his audience enthralled, they
listen to every word and are carried along by the
mighty wave of his immense strength and MAGNETIC
Ponce.
The other

man

has

none.

His words fall

flat, his

hearers remain unmoved. Yet he may me a nun opoiish, of education. of rank. with °l-«- euy speech
born of cultured ancectcrs; and th- brt vnan might
he Door. uuct-lturezl, and of the pecple But the
first man knows his subject, beiieves in H3 power
to attract. and by sheer will power carri-s his point.
IN BUSINESS MA'l"l'ERS the same rule applies:
l'e man of force, possessing ;h1s wonderful power
of attraction, carries a-l before him. dc is the man
who can convince the unwilling (and be it said.
unorganised) custom:-r against h?s Will. H: is the
who

draw to himse-f eucceas and DOLLARS
in equal proportion, and can climb to the tormost
rung of the ladder.
In the acqunrement of ths life. force app (es to
every grade of society and to now sexes
The next point for consideration is how to gem-'ate
the force.
To recognise ycur central sp rit light I5 larlly
man

can

enough; you must fan the flaxre and generate f:e.1h
power, renaming Me jitter you already porn r: Brain
and

nerve

power

are

strengthened

to be

the secret torce-3. The brain is
and developed and so re the

nerves.

SELF-CONTROL

still;

is

You, s'r, who
you. madam who

ol:sea-.'e~:l

the

first

cannot
are

for

iacto»

keep
ever

be
hands
your
to

patting

your
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back hair, or pulling at your dress, or twisting _‘:‘Ol.ll'
watch chain. You who start at every sound, who
fidget and fume and worry over trilles, who are
nervous and irritable, giving way to passion, and
being but the plaything of circumstance, to you, I
say, learn to control relf, for all these mannerisms
are resulting in a continuous and serious leakage
of magnetism, which if used aright would enable you
to COMMAND SUCCESS.

The "magnetic" people are fair with blue eyes,
and pale or delicate skins. They are fidgety, nervous,
often hysterical, and sufl'er as a rule from too great
brain activity. Their mind is never at rest, they
are continually worrying over trifies, and are of a
cold, and often selfish temperament.
By control you can overcome these leakages, and
by overcoming, stop them. So, by nerve and brain
development—recognising the brain always as :5:
new: me, in cormrdios wit}: ale gnagliourk cartrrr,
at M: bare cy’ tlu brain-—you can control the leakage
and waste of magnetism, and so become magnetic.
The so called “ electric" temperament, belonging
to people who are generally dark in appearance,
with sallow, or pale skins, having mental powers
which are often sluggish, and a tendency to suffer
from liver. laziness and similar complaints, requires
plain, non-heating diet, very little meat—vegetarians
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the healthiest; I never touch meat-regular
hours, and last, but not least, in addition to the
exercises given in a later lesson, regular mental
exercise; they need arousing, and their brain needs
stimulation. They need nourishing, heat-producing
foods (not necessarily meat), and they also require
a time when they can be pa.r.rr've, forcing themselves
to either 1:3: brain activity, or else to concentrate
are

on one

subject only.

These two types can, however, by following
the rules I shall give in subsequent lessons,
become vital and live as they please, master of their
conditions, instead of the conditions being master

them.
The object of the descriptions of the various
temperaments is intended to help the student in his
knowledge of life and people, and to be used
practically in the development of power.
The successful man or woman is master, but
cannot be master unless he or she has learned how
over

to be all

things to

all

man.

When you have developed your personal magnetism
you also develop your power of selection to an
enormous extent, and you realise at a glance which
battery to use for those you come into contact with,
in business or society.
Personal magnetism, once the power has been
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developed, resolves itself into sympathy, the act of
supplying to others elements they lack.
This you cannot supply voluntarily unless you
are in a position to order and command your own
forces.

Any

who has complete control over his
entire physical and mental organism can hold the
world enthralled in time as he enlarges his sphere
of action. To the electric person you must supply
electricity, stimulate their brains, probe them with
questions to make them think, and they will be
glad to always do your commands, because you
have shown them a. new side to their nature.
The magnetic people like to be soothed; some
of them, too, do not care for things easily obtained;
these people you must repel, show them the independent side of your nature, let them believe you
would rather not have any dealings with them;
only give in with decided reluctance.
The more you draw back, the more eager they
become. Others again need persua5ion—help. By
mental suggestion you can make up their minds
for them.
The mental rules are always as follows; dilute
them, please, with three parts common sense, to one
part rule or maxim. The physical rules will follow
later.
man
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are conscious of you: own strong magnetic
and
power,
you are aware that you radiate this power,
or substance, as the sun radiates light
You have come into business intend rig to obtain
success only, and you hold no doubt in your mind
but hat the other man will deal just exactly as
you desire him to deal.
When dealing with people in business or society,
hold your mind firmly to the power you possess,
lcok them squarely in the face, and command them,
m-ntally, to fulfil your desires. Think, "I am a
man oi organised power, I desi e to carry such
Your brain is
and such a plan into execution.
negative to mine, and I demand that you shall do
so and so.
I am master; 1 will have what 1 want."

You

Yuu

writing

can

supply this

same

magnetic

order when

letter. Hold the letter in your hand, or
to your forehead, and will that t shall come to
such and such an issue.
Your magnetic battery exists within your own
tody ; at the command of your nu’! you can radiate
and generate this force.
Will power is vital thought, or mind.
a

Magnetism,

there ore, becomes

a

centre of com-

spirit or matter, and
refined, or etherealised spirit or matter Spirit is
the e.eri~.al. active life principie rnaniiesting in all

municatioo between gross

._

matter,

as

well

as

6‘

through

_

the various

sphere: of

The force which moves the world, magnetism, may
be represented in your mind in one word, xugeshbn,
or the command of will power, ending in either
the spoken word or concentrated tfiouglal, is the
weapon you must use through life, and that as your
power so you can act by suggestion upon one
man, or one thousand men.

LESSON III
In the playrical exercises I give in these lessons it is
as well to remember that very little good will result
unless proper breatfir’1xg_¢xercx‘.:¢: are indulged in, as
well as the physical. Muscles alone are not the first
consideration, and muscle does not really tend to
promote personal magnetism. In moderation they
are beautiful, but when overdone they transform the
most perfectly formed man into a grotesque “something,” that ought to be planed down with acarpenter's plane to reduce it to its proper proportions. Let the muscles be lithe and supple, like
steel and whipcord; let the lung: be perfectly
developed, so that they can create healthy blood,
which is vitality, and let both be equally blended.
Dumb-bell exercises with /uavy bells certainly tend
to create muscle; but it is heavy, lumbering, useless,
except for brute strength, so that the heaviest dumbbells a man should use are 3 lb. bells, and a woman
1 lb.
Before commencing any exercises of a muscular
nature, first learn how to control the breath. Vary
deep breathing is injurious, but most people exercise
the lungs so slightly that they become atrophied—
-

65

-
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taste away for want of use, because

they are

never

yoperly filled or emptiedl
u.Attitude is the first step of importance. You can’:
heathe if you round your shoulders and let your
chin sink forward on your chest. Stand erect, waist
in (in front, please, I must be polite, I suppose; but
when I say waist I mean abdomen), shoulders
squared and held back, chest well out, head thrown
back, chin in. Now, with your mouth closed, draw a
slow, deep breath (not loo deep at first, fir by violent
bmxtfifng the lung: any become render and bruirrd),
hold it for a second, then as slowly exhale, or
breathe out through the nostrils.
There are three methods of breathing: from the
abdomen, or solar plexus, from the rib and from the
upper chest. Begin right down in the abdomen—but
gently, please—and draw the breath in through
the nostrils so that the abdomen (don't forget the
abdomen is not the stomach, the two are quite
distinct; the stomach is the bag or receptacle for
one’: food; the abdomen, the thick fleshy wall which
covers the intestines) is drawn in. In this way you
force the intestines into action, awaken the solar
plexus, and then slowly fill the lungs with fresh air,
which in turn generates fresh blood, and fills every
fibre and tissue of the body with new lil'e—and
ANIIML HAGNETISM. This process done to excess
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will tire you, so be gentle at first, especially if you
are one of those poor unfortunate wretches whose
sole idea of breathing-—ifthey ever think of it at all
—is a little, quick, panting action which never fills
the lungs once—nor empties them—-and accounts so
fully for pale cheeks, lifeless eyes, flabby flesh, and
narrow pigeon breasts.

Proper action,

proper

breathing, perfect develop-

ment, control of will power, and the acquirement by
these means of perfect health and animal magnetism,
are within the reach of all.
It may be urged that all people who possess this
subtle power of magnetism, have not got perfect
health.
Agreed, but they Iuxv: perfect will control, and as
a rule are absolute masters of some one or more
accomplishment; and their magnetism is very apt to
evaporate apart from the said accomplishment. Just
think how few popular authors, painters or musicians
are interesting, or even attractive. apart from their
works.
No, you simply must have tiEAL'rH, an orgamlrcd
body as well at an arganired MIND, tfyou are to fulfil
MY

ideal

if perrorxal magnetzlrm.

Given tlzat, you may be as ugly a: rim, have no
brain: in particular, yet your heal:/z and your will
power will win you ruogm'tion um;-ywlzzre.
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It is not

bit of use starting muscular and
physical _development until you have learnt how '0
breathe. Practise this continually until you are
master of it. Practise it in the open air if you can;
best of all in the sunshine, when you not only draw
in pure air, but the subtle magnetism direct which is
given off by the sun, the centre of magnetism for
our wee Universe.
Muscular exercises help us to make and store
animal magnetism.
The breathing exercises accomplizh the same end.
The lessons in eoneentratim: already given help to
develop the WILL power, and added to these, you
have to consider the question of perfecting the
one

nragvsetie gaze.
The magnetic gaze simply means perfe": control of
the nerves governing the eyesight, which must be
strengthened to that "piercing" degree which can
hold another person's eyes, with or against their will.
Coming now to the subject of physical exercises
for the muscular development necessary to the
storage of magnetism.
-

Recalled I/mt you must not only take the muscular
exercise, but practise correct breathing at tire some fine,
otherwire your pain: are wasted.
Stand erect, as directed above, take the dumbbells and place your hands to your sides, then begin
_
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inhale a long, deep breath—gently, though; no
exertion—and as you inhale, slowly lift your arms
above your head, till the dumb-bells clash.
_Count five, mentally, holding your breath the
while; then slowly return your arms to your side,
exhaling the breath as you go.
Repeat this twenty times, but remember very little
benefit will accrue if you forget the breathing and
attend only to the exercise. This breathing and
muscular exercise tends to strengthen the lungs and
chest; and is, simple as it may appear, very valuable.
Continue this exercise DAILY, wit}: the breathing

to

exercise.
Now I will show you how to store magnetism
for use.
At the close of each spell of exercise, morning or
evening as the case may be, or both, draw the breath
in

as

stretch

directed
one

before; then

arm at.

a

as

time

you

breathe, slowly

straight

before you,

the hand (without dumb-bells) until every
muscle is tense and rigid; relax each arm separately,
then repeat with both arms, making both tense and

clenching

rigid.
Now make each leg, the trunk and backbone, and
the neck equally still’, holding your breath meanwhile, then as you exhale, let every part of your
body RELAX, so that you are limp. Let your arms
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Iinlr to your side, your neck and. body give way.
LIT no everything, he limp as a rag, and so rest.
It is not easy, this relaxing process, you want to
nice the brain too, for otherwise it continues its
hold on the‘ muscles and sinews, and in spite of
your efforts they remain strained and tense.
Practise an arm at a time, let the fingers hang
loose and helpless, then the wrist, and so on, until
the entire organism is at your control, to become

relaxed as you please.
But, win: you but your muscles, make them
rigid-—nuuLz roux nmaxrn. When you relax
your muscles, EXHALE YOUR BREATH.
It’s no end easy to be limp when, like a pair of
unworked bellows, you have no air in your lungs;
and it’: not at all easy to keep rigid with empty
lungs. In the next lesson I give a diagram showing
the principal muscles, and the best methods of
developing them {oz-your present purpose.
tense

-

or

LESSON X

briefly recapitulate the points of the lessons
already given, so as to clearly remember zu/zal
personal magnetism is, and why the exercises are
necessary, I will sum it up under the following
headings :—
To

animal magnetism is a subtile
essence, the nature of which I have already explained.
2nd. It is possessed to a certain extent by most
people, but is so faint and undeveloped. it is of little
use to them.
3rd. MAN 15 A MAGNET, and his strength or weakness depends upon his knawledgc of the fact, and
the development of his thought and will power in
response to that knowledge.
4tl'L Animal magnetism is developed by acquiring
pnfect self-control, and WILL development, and also
Ist. Personal

or

largely dependent upon perfect health.
5th. It is not hypnotism.
6th. By means of it man (and woman) can altract
people and business, and it is the true key to success

is very

in any walk in lifel
The diagrams of the muscular system of the human
frame given with this lesson, will show pretty clearly
_-"_.
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the effects of the various exercises

given for de-

veloping personal magnetism.
The exercise of last leason, as you will readily see,
acted upon all those muscles marked “A" in diagrams I and 2, those of the chest, abdomen. arms
and back.
The brad:/ting exercise taken in conjunction with
this develops the lungs and sends new blood coursing
through the entire body.

In the directions for storage of the magnetism,
given in the lat lesson, remember the flexing of the
body end musc?es gives mt, the rznsmc of the
muscles CHARGES ‘rm-zu wrm Lumxzzlsu. this
magnetism courses through the blood._ borne along
the crimson tide until it is- distributed evenly to
every part, Men to 6: storm’ and hp: for rue, unless

wasted

6.7

costml,

or eras:

fear. 154:!!!’ wars. 1465 0/ nifin any form.

Warm

The next exercise I want you to take is the
American "dry swim." Stand erect, empty your

gradually

sink down into the position of sitting on
your luck; then slowly bring your arms to a horizontal position in front. Then slowly inhale, rising

easily and gracefully on tiptoe, throwing the arms
back as if swimming, and gradually sinking back
on to your heels as before. Repeat this for twenty
or thirty times. It is just grand. The blood tingies
and courses through the body, and as the blood
courses, so the magnetism flows through every vein.
It is one of the most important exercises, for every
muscle is called into play. All the muscles marked
"B" in both diagrams, the lungs, and in addition
to the lungs, if you follow my directions for correct
breathing, given in Lesson IX., every organ of your
body also does its proper work.
You cannot be magnetic unless you enjoy perfect
animal and mental health. Correct breathing is the
basis of true health, and it helps the nervous
system to throw of!’ worry, etc., for mind and lung:
together unite in either perfecting or causing injury
to the entire organism.
if the mind is depressed by grief, tormented by
anxiety, or absorbed in sedentary meditations, all
the bodily functions become weakened, and personal
magnetism, so far from being stored to be used to
order, L1-nuts from every pore and is wasted. I
can't lay too much stress upon °the necessity for
proper breathing, or the fact that the exercises are
useless, except to develop muscle, not magnetism,
unless practised exactly AS I SAY!
.

The next exerci'e afte; the

"dry

swim’

is

as

follows
Stand erect, inhale. thew, withou‘. benriing the
-—

until your fingers touch °.-.e floor,
rise
to an erect position, then slowly
as you
inhaling, bend in similar manner to the left side,
exhale as you come up, and inhaling again slowly
bend to the right.
This must all be done in a de-iberate orderly
method, taking about fifteen second., or twenty
even, for each inhalation and exhalatio 1, then_ after
teasing the muscles for the stor zge of magnetism,
as taught in the last lesson, res-‘.
You do not require any further physical muscular
exercises than these to develop animal magnetism
and perfect health, but don't fall into the blunder
of thinking you can develop in a we.-k. It will
take from two to six months of patient, regular
exerc'se, of not 14:: than thirty minutes‘ daily
practice, before you arrive at anyihing like fitness.
And In addition to this, you mus" guard the medal
portals as well.
Learn to practise concentration, to deveiop your
will, to command your brain and its thought forces.
In the next lesson I'll show you the best method
of controlling the nervous system and magnetic gaze.

knee, bend

exhale

over

LESSON. XI

previous lessons I have shown you how to
develop your lungs and muscles, and so store health
and magnetism, and in this lesson we must also
consider how to gain complete control over the
nerves,’both of the body and those connected with
eight. The magnetic, or would-be magnetic man
IN the

or woman

without

who cannot look another full in the face

blinking

lacks

the.

most

convincing proof

of their power.
From the eye proceeds a constant flow of magnetism; it is with the eye “Lion Tamers” hold
their captives in thrall; it is through the eye we
influence people we come in contact with.
A man instinctively trusts another who can meet
his eye with ease, yet many people cannot do this

from SHEER Ncnvousmzss
But before the student can claim a perfect control
of all nervous or spasmodic action, he must be able
to reserve his power of thus controlling muscular
and nervous action under trying circumstances.

Among friends, alone, or at one's ease, nerve control is easy enough.
Stand before the looking-glass and practise gazing
—

fl

—

into your
without

eyes until you can do
flinching for any length of time.
own

so

steadily

Imagine to yourself a constant stream of magnetism flowing from the eyes.
Practise this upon other people; also force yourself to meet their gaze steadily. and never forget
that you are the powerful factor, that you are the
one to

INFLUENCE,

not to be influenced.

I could give you several exercises for strengthening the eyesight. but for the magnetic gaze I think
you will find the above quite sufficient.
It is not necessary really to go in for more than
‘a few of these exercises.
The basis of all this power is THOUGHT and
WILL, and it is not necessary to waste hours
in exercises when half an hour twice a day is

ample.
Learn to overcome all spasmodic nervous action
and trifling habits. Be master of every part of
your organisation, through your will power. All
the foregoing exercises tend to store up magnetism
by giving complete control, so that not only the
muscles of the body. but the MIND, the Central
Telegraph Office of the body, holds every nerve in
—>erl'ect subjection. Always ready for any emergency.
per’?-I «waster of yourself and your circumstances,
stand in your path but what your steady
nnthu g
.
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remove it—prom'd:d your
laudable
one.
object
But one more rule. In the hand of every person
there is one spot which is the magnetic centre of
the entire being, the little god of flesh, or mount,
below the third or “ring finger," called by palmists
the Mount of the Sun, or Apollo.
This finger has the most direct nerve connection
with the heart, and forms, as I say, a direct magnetic
centre, the pad of flesh at the base forming the magnetic pole of same.
So that when people shake hands with the magnetic centres in close contact a strong magnetic
current is established between them.
This effect may be intensified if the mounts at the
bases of the other fingers are also brought into as
close contact with each other as possible, in this

flow of

is

magnetism

will

a

minor magnetic poles also together.
A handshake 'can be made to carry out the magnetic influence of eyes and person, by inducing
polarisation of the magnetic atoms by contact, which is
exactly the course also followed by magnetic healers.
A weak will does not signify a bad man, any more
than a strong will signifies a good man.
But a weak willed man is essentially negative,
and being so, is more likely to be infirm of purpose
in questions of morality.

way

bringing the

You have too long been brought up in the beliel
that you must be the slave of Fate and environment, that the tendencies at birth shape you:
character, and could not be eradicated.
But the new thought comes to show you that yoi
can both 88 and do what you will. Age and sea
do not count. The past is over—-done with. But
the present an’: the future are your own.
Be positive, ;end the old negative beliefs flying.
" Let
your ‘I will have,’ wait upon your ‘I want."
“I will have what l want’ will thus carry yoi
th ough life to a successful goal—to the realisatior
of all your ambitions
It has been proved that the particles of an ordinary
magnet possess the power of selection, that is to say.
th;~y can attrac' to themselves anything within their
own limited sphere of action. The magnet man, or
the contrary, has unlimited powers of attraction
Once he knows how to send out his demands. th:
supply will aways be equal to the demand, when
the demand i‘ made boldly, without any shadow ol
doubt or fear
Man too of ‘en limit: /1 mid] umi:c:.r:an{y—li- data
not demand enough. Big thoughts carried into action
end in big results. Let your sphere of action be as
wide as possible‘ d not go round by the style ti:
escape leaping he big, double blackthorn hedge.
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Another great fault is that people are too chary
of giving, they argue that they have enough for
themselves, but not enough to give away. Yet they
are drawing upon an rmI:'mr't:d suffll’. the wealth of
which is far in advance of the demand—they cannot
ask too much, and they cannot give too much.
The most fatal thoughts to success are those of
economy, they freeze everything. Nature is Iavirfi to
the point of extravagance; it is man only who
pinches and saves, and fear: there will not be
enough to go round, and so becomes his own utter
damnation.
Read Helen Wilman’s works on mental science if
you want to know more of this law of supply and
demand.

LESSON XII
THAT diet plays a large part in the acquirement of
Personal Magnetism my readers will readily understand. I have laid down such stringent rul*s as to
the necessity for per;/‘act health, and diet has so much
to answer for 'n the acquirement of perfect health.
that too much consideration cannot be given to it.
Naturally I do not advocate flesh food in any form.
neither do I advise the so-called vegetarian diet.
For perfect health and strength and the "staying"
power boasted of by meat eaters nothing can beat
a fruitarian diet.
To prove this we need only consider the result:
of the great International walking race, held at

Whitsuntide, in Germany (1902), when the compettors walked from Dresden to Berlin, a distance of
124; miles.

Thirty-two
7.30
these

am. on
men

mpetitors started
May 18th ((902), in
c-

part

frnitarians and vegetarians (inKarl Mann, the world's champion

were

cluding the great
walker, of Berlin) part
THE

from Dresden at
bad weather. Of

FIRST SIX

meat eaters.

TO

ARRIVE IN
—

II

—-

BERLIN WERE
G
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nurnauus AND vzcnnnuxs, the third man,

Martin Rehann, being only twenty years old.
Of course Karl Mann was first, having done the
distance in twenty~six hours fifty-eight minutes, and
fresh as a daisy at the finish, whilst th: meat eaters,
well known and tried athletes, arrived utterly
exhausted.
George Allen, the English (Leicester) bund ed miles
walker. is also a vegetarian, and we all I: now Eustace
Miles.
These cases are officially attested, and anybody who
likes can verify the statements for themselves
Karl Mann only takes two meals a day, and he
partalces of neither flesh, fowl, alcohol, coffee, tea.
chozolate etc., and when training, neither eggs, milk,

cheese, butter,

nor

pulse.

personally, have

daily, the first at
12.30 p.m., the second at 6.30, working on the no
breakfast plan, which I find splendid for health and a
We

two meals

clear brain.
The fruitarian diet is fine, and,

satisfy. ng

mind, more
nothing of what

to my

than vegetarianism, to say
it saves in household work.
However, to the point—it’s no use preaching a
fruitarian diet it’ I don't give you practical teaching

as

to

rules, quantities,

I read

so

etc.

much about the beauties of the

diet, etc.,
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in

some

not one

twenty American magazines, and
practical hint, that I used to get quite mod,
fifteen

or

and I firmly believe any number of people would
t-rn from a flesh diet if they only knew how to

beg n.
The ord-nary individual has a tendency to over-eat
himself SIX days out of seven, and to prevent this
tendency I advise that a pair of kitchen scales be
requismoned and the proper quantities duly weighed
out—indeed this is imperative.
I am allow ng the same amount of nutriment for a
woman as for a man. but at the same time the fair
sex can from the day's allowance knock off a quarter
of a pound of dried fruit and half a pound of fresh if
necessary.

Personally

I think the idea that women eat less
than men has arise because they too often eat
between meals and men haven't the clxance as a rule.
Every adult requires from twelve to sixteen ounces

food, free from water, daily. To supply this
a quarter of a pound of rlzelled nuts and threequarters of a pound of any dried fruit must be used.
of

DRY

In addition to this from two to three

pounds of

any fresh frm? in season goes to complete the day’:
allowance.
These quantities should be weighed out and divided
in half for the two meals, and will sustain a full grown
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health and vitality. The quantity of
ripe fresh fmit may be slightly increased in summer,
with a corresponding decrease in the dried fruit.
When beginning this diet it is as well to use a
little bread (wholemeal) and plenty of eggs, milk,
cream cheese, and cream, until gradually weaned from
cereels. Occasi inally Quaker Oats and such nut
'oods as Bromose may be used.
man

in

perfect

Strawberries, raspberries, cherries, plums. apples.
pineapples, grapes, melons, currants, etc., can all be
used in summer, and grapes, pears, apples, oranges,
bananas etc., in winter.
For he dried fruit ra‘sins, sultanas, prunes, dates,
figs and plums, and for a change and stewing purposes
we have splendid variety in Californian prunes,
apricots, peaches, Barlett pears, dried apples. bananas
and plums.
The nut foods are almonds, walnuts, hazels, cashews,
pine kernels, pea nuts (these can be bought ready
rfitllcd) sapric‘a, pecan, butter nuts, hickory, brazils
(excellent for constipation), Japan pea nuts, chestnuts,
and cokernuts.
All these should be got in by large quantities—by
FAR the cheapest way—and the diet will be found
to pan out at from sixpence, one shilling to two shillings
per‘ head daily, according to the quality of fruit
bought—-surely not only a healthier, purer method of
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living,

but infinitely more economical to those who
consider such matters!
To cook dried fruit, wash it thoroughly in clean
water, place it in a dish with enough water to cover
it, and soak ten or fifteen hours; then, leaving it in
the water it has been soaked in, put it on the stove
and let it simmer gently until cooked. When nearly
done add suflicient sugar for individual taste. The
fruit cook:d in this manner very nearly resembles f esh
fruit, with the full flavour and taste
English women don't know how to cook dried
fruit, and it enters comparatively l'ttle into thei:
The above is an American recipe and may
menus.
be adopted for all the dried fruits, though the dried
bananas may be eaten raw or steamed in an ordinary
potato steamer and eaten with fresh or whipped
C|'C3I'fl.

people advise regularity of meals. I advise
only two d..ily, but it is best to eat when you are
hungry. Al the same you WILL be hungry if you
follow the no breakfast plan, and able to relish
your natural food with a natural appetite
Alcohol if/ll’ m:g‘Ile!:3‘m.
You will find your magnetic and vital power
doubled—nay trebled—by the sirnp‘e pure food.
You will enjoy health such as you never had before,
double working capacity, and be able to look God‘:
Some

‘

'

creatures in the face wiihout

a

blush.

LESSON XIII
shown how Personal Magnetism is largely
a matter of health, and the correct storage and
increase of the magnetism or electricity contained
in our bodies, and the atmosphere upon which we
draw to a certain extent for magnetic supplies,
although it must be understood we already possess
the force in ourselves.
So far the use of animal magnetism for personal
advancement has been the object of the lessons given,
but there is another side to the question, and animal
magnetism for /ualing purposes occupies, in my
opinion, a much more important position.
Magnetic heal-‘ng forms a wonderful means of
alleviating pain, and the cures effected by a skilful
healer are too numerous to mention.
All nervous diseases, and a good many others, will
to the treatment, which, needless to say, can

I

HAVE

'

,yield
only

given by one in perfect health, with a perfect
flow of magnetism. and the knowledge of how to
be

treat difierent diseases.

This requires a certain amount of study on the
part of the student, who should have a working
knowledge of anatomy, and a good handbook
..

u

_
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(Furneaux’s

is

splendid)

of

physiology

is very

necessary

Some people say, I know, that I am something of
a crank on scientific matters, but I know that until
science IS linked with metaphysics, the more rational
teachings of New Thought will be neglected by the
masses.

I advise you to thoroughly study the nervous and
muscular system, to gain a good work’ng acquaintance with the various organs of the body and their
functions, and a knowledge of she symptoms of some
of the diseases the flesh of man is heir to.
In previous lessons you have mastered the art of
generating magnetism in the body, and if you have
followed the teachings and ecer-ises I have given,
you will have a store of magnetism to "give 08'"
for the benefit of others.

If you want to induce

a

flow of

magnetism

fo

healing purposes, place your hands together in a
cone shape and breathe gently -ito them until they
are moist, then rub them b-'sltl, together.
Repeat
this three times when you will have suflicient ‘ flow"

healing purposes.
Begin with the treatment of simple ailments, such
as neuralgia, toothache, headache, and so forth and
for

it is for these I will first
treatment.

give

you instruction

as

to
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tail: to your patient bnghtly. and try to
instil confidence in his mind with regard to your
methods.
Stand behind him, and having first generated a
flow of magnetism as directed, place you right hand
at the base of his stomach and the left at the back
of the head, and will hard that the magne ism shall
flow through the body.
Then lift your hands above his head and without
touching him, make sweeping passes in a downward

Always

direction, from head
"throw off"

to

foot, shaking the hands

to

you finish each pass.
Open your hands so that the fingers are slightly
apart and curved inwards when making the passes.
Then let the patient sit in an easy chair, the head
must not rest against the back, or you can't reach
him, stand behind him. and treat him with what we
call "contact" passes.
The whole time you are manipulating the patient
you must steadily WILL that the flow of magnetism
from your fingers shall carry away the pain and
leave him free.
First remember that your two hands are. for the
time being, converted into delicate instruments, mat
in fact you carry an :lectro-magnetic battery in
your

as

fingers.
battery

Of this

_

you must make your

right

hand

-39the positive pale, the left hand the negalive pale. Do
not forget this in your trztments, for it is most

important.
hand to the pat‘ent’s
forehead (taking care 10 press the centre of your
palm between the eyes) and the left hand at the
back of the head; now will earnestly that the magnetic current shall pass through /1:'.r entire body. You
force this current through the brain from your
positive hand, which generat-.s the magnetism, to
your negative hand, which, being placed at the base
of the brain, carries the current right down the
spinal column and through the medium of the
cerebro-spinal serves to all the principal organs of
the body.
Having done tnis you now place your hands
firmly on the forehead, and stroke from between the
eyes, back over the ears to the back of the neck,
when the hands are removed and smartly shaken
each time as if something sicky was adher'ng to
the fingers.
This is called .he "throw 05,” and carries away
the magnetism charged with the pain, thus guarding
against the danger of forcing the pain from one part
of the body to another.
Continue the treatment until the magnetism is
gone, willing steadily the whole time that the pain

Now, first place

y.ur

right

:w__
Remember that the animal magnetism
FORCE, it is no’; an effort of the imagination of

shall vanish.

is

a

acknowledged by
scientists-—French, German, American, and Englishmen whose names stand high in the world of science
and of learning.
Moreover, it is not a mere I/teary on their part,
for the flow of magnetism from the human body
has been successfully plzatagraplicd, the camera revealing that which the eye of man could not see.
Expariment has shown that this force can cure
disease which will not yield to drugs or even
ordinary mental treatment.
I have given simple instructions for using the
magnetic emanations proceeding from the body for
a

few occult cranks. It is

a

force

of headache, and now I will show how to
cure other diseases of the nervous system.
Let it be understood clearly, however, that mag
netic healing will not "set" broken bones any more
than Mental or Christian Science will do so. If the
Christian and Mental Scientists would take a more
rational standpoint and admit certain limitations,
they would, at any rate in England, make greater
headway. A man who is suffering from a compound
fracture of thigh, for instance, won't find it mended
by the simple assertion that it isn't broken. So with
magnetic healing; but. mark you, once it /za: [ween
the

cure
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magnetic treatment will came it to
qur°tkt_'y, for the How of magnetism
of newly vitalised blood to the

set /y t/re surgeon,

Iran! up twice as
induces a How
injured part; and those of my readers who desire
to take up this business as a means of livelihood
should remember this, and recognise the value of
the medical man as well as the mistakes he makes.
The solar plexus is the nervous centre of the
body which has the most direct connection with the
emo.io-'.s. Piexus means a network of nerves and
blood vessels, and the solar plexus is situated in the
abdomen just behind the stomach (not the intestines,
be it understood), and is sometimes called the
ababmmal brain. The magnetic healer must not fail
to re-.ogn'se the value of this group of nerves, for a
steady magnetic flow induced for ten minutes or so
at this part of the body will do much to correct the
trouble, no matter what it may be, from which the
patient is suffering. Plac. the right hand over the
stomach 111 font. and the left hand as: the corresponding spot behind, and send a steady flow of
magnetism right th ough frcm one to the other.
It is as well to remembe", too, that water or milk
can be magnetised, and when given the patient to
drink, or to bathe the affected part with, great relief,
or even cure, can be brought about.
I cured a bad case of erysipelas by sending the
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patient

mag -etised milk, wh'ch she both drank and
used to bathe the face.
To do
is; P°hr the milk or water into a
scrupulou-ly c"ean vessel, induce the magnetic flow
as a"'eady dz cted, and make passes With both hands
ov;r t"e vess -1. Then place the right hand over the
mouth 0" the p or jug. stiffen the arm, and make
the hand ”ibrate from the muscles of the upper arm
(th7s needs pract"e), sending a steady flow of magnetism in o the lq lid.
You can ‘always ‘et into better "touch" with your
pat’;:n by m-.l<‘ng h'm drink some magnetis-:d liquid
before treat'ng him. ln certain diseases the water
may be hot.
When tr-.ating for troubles which arise directly
from the nerves, place your hands on the seat of the
pain and make the nu" ents pass right through from
one side to the other. “or such things as neuralgia.
toothach~-, 'ar‘che, etc., make the hands as hot as
possible first.
It is usual to give the patient a general treatment
Grst of al‘ before a':ernpt7-g to treat locally, and to
do this you must proceed as follows :—
Prepa-'e the magnetic flow, and then, having your
patient simply garbed in his birthday suit, or a light,
loose wrapper, place your right hand at the base of
the brain, and pass the left slowly down the spine
‘

touching
all your

gently with the fingers but sending
magnetism into the spinal column and

it very

directing all your will power to this end.
The patient should take long, deep breaths during
the process, breathing from the abdomen.
Now remove your hands and make passes from
head to foot—these need not be "contact" passes
(that is t. say. you do not touch the patient); then
treat the so‘ar plexus as already described, and also
the chest and lungs in the same manner.
Next, to secure free action of the bowels, place
your |el°' hand over the solar plexus in front, and
your right at the base of the brain; send strong
currents through the body, and will that the bowels
shall act freely.
Follow this up by a treatment of from five to ten
minutes of the liver, place the right hand over this
organ, and then vibrate as I have told you for the
magnetiscd water. Only practice can help you with
this; you must go on trying until you can do it
properly; but it is the most powerful movement you
can use.

profession

of Magnefc Healer is one in which
money can be made by those who seek a means
of livelihood, and can also be used as a means of
alleviating much pa'n and suffering which drugs
This

cannot

move.
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I agree with the necessity for surgeon, but the
physician would make more cures if he went in for
rational health treatments instead of drugging his

patients.
Those of my readers who seek the professional
side of magnetism as a heaiing agent must practise
continually, and “treat” everybody they can get hold

of.

FURTHER LESSONS ON PERSONAL
MAGNETISM
IN the preceding pages I have shown you how to
cultivate Personal Magnet’sm and how, to a certain
extent

only, to

use

it

If you have followed the rules carefully, you will at
least have learnt a litrle how to concentrate your
mind, and, beyond all else, to have faith in yourself
and in your own Power
This is the groundwork, exactly as the A BC
forms the groundwork of languages, but believe me,
it is very little more; the true power of magnetism
lies in the knowledge of how to apply it. and this I
do not suppose one out of a thousand of my students
can do on the strength of the previous chaptegs alone.
You have studied the mechanism; you have learnt to
believe ii the power of one mind upon another: you
have practised your scales and five-finger exercises,
and now you are ready to proceed to a ‘ piece," to
play a tune, in fact!
All true magnetic attraction consists of an interchange of magnetism between two centres
When all is given out and none coming in. the
resul‘ is utter depletion, so far as the operator goes,
_”_
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grey-drab effect upon the receiver,
and is, moreover. absolutely a matter of impossibility
to consciously create any effect upon the mind of
another person without following certain cut-and-dried
rules which are imperative, if any definite measure of
and flatness—a

is to be achieved.
Of course you can make another person like you.
or you can carry out small schemes, but you are
only using the ordinary power of mental attraction,
and not true magnetic attraction.
This can only be accomplished when it is acsuccess

companied by :1. Intensity of purpose.
2. The power of project’ng mind images.
3. A knowledge (working) of the true laws
polarity; and
4. A correct understanding of what I choose
call the magnetic instruments.
So that

of
to

it becomes apparent Personal
Magnetism won't be really of much avail for playing
monkey-tricks, such as the American guinea courses
extol, nor can it be used excepting by a perfectly
organized brain, which organization includes selfcontrol.
To attract, you must be indifferent, yet intense of
purpose and will.
You must be patient, all time is at your command;
at once

need for haste. but you must understand
that, once embarked upon the purpose, whatever it
may be, to let go means a weakening of the will
force; it is as if the head boy of the class were
dismissed to the bottom seat and decked out with
the foolscap. Remember that human volition can
carry all things before it, but it must be accompanied
by faith and persistence.
Also it is no use just I/n'nk:'ng a thing, it 13*

there is

no

necessary to ACT; you must translate your

thoughts

into deeds.
Never waste your efl'orts on things that do not
matter; never fritter your forces away.
To commence with number 4 condition.
Under
the old law that the first shall be last, and the last
first. the correct magnetic instruments are :—
1st. The MIND.
2nd. The WILL power controlling the mental action.
3rd. The EYE.
4th. Tin power of (our/1, or contact.
5th. T/xe human voice.
This last item is never considered in the usual
lessons upon this subject, yet it is as powerful in its
own sphere of action as the mental side of the

question.
The voice
or

love,

can

‘

carry magnetism, can stir up hatred
influence the sou! with passions or create
can

H

coldness, it

is the most readily used instrument of
them all.
But I would have you understand clearly that the
conscious brain effort is placed first because it is the
chief instrument, and because it is a part of all the
rest.

The fine grey matter of the brain records and
registers thought images—t/tong/rt images, 5: it said,
'w}u'cIi can be przykcted upon the grey matter qf
aunt/tn’: brain, retired and registered éy that brain as
its own property, making it your unconscious servant,
the doer of your bidding, of your will, the executor
of your desires.
And all this without any hypnotic control or

without

speaking

a

word.

The will power is the instrument which assists in
the projection of these images and which is the
leader, the captain of the ship.
In some extreme cases pure desire will accomplish
the same end as conscious will effort, but to gain
the true effect, the thought must be under the control
of the organized will, and for really powerful results
to be attained, the determination to succeed must be

accompanied by indifference.
For instance, supposing a woman loves a man
devotedly, and the man doesn't care a jot if she is
alive or dead, that woman is the man’: slave, fie is

jw-—

the centre of attraction, not she; and he is the
positive pole of which she is a very poor negative.
Now such a woman might try to project a thought
to that man's brain, and she could never reach it,
she is in the wrong position at the outset, she is not
master of herself, but her passions are master of
her, and the consequence is she is quite powerless
to influence that other person, /zawever great her
desire.
By :'nd;fl'¢..-emu: you will understand that I mean
you ..:-m..t be master of tire desire wide}: impel: your
magneiie action, the a'e.r1're must not be master of you.
When you are indifferent you are invulnerable.
The man who goes to war praying that he may
meet death, returns home with a whole skin.
The man who has plenty of money can go to the
race course and bet freely, he will win, it is a matter
of indifference to him, whilst the poor beggar whose
all riepends upon winning will ioose everything he
h:s¥
Will power is th: l:"=er which works the entire
mechanism, but will power without the other instruments is no better than mere brut: force, ‘t is not
I

magnetism.
The eye, which is the next instrument in power,
will always directly stir the magnetic centres, but of
course few people ever look one in the eye.

Lessons on Personal Magnetism are careful to in—
Itruct students to look at people between the eyes.
Believe me, magnetism only passes when you look
rigkt into the pupil of the eye—a thing which
possibly only occurs between lovers, and which with
contact, is more than partly responsible for the thrills
which they experience.
The majority of people meet your eye without
looking into it. When seeking to influence anybody,
look directly into their eyes Not many people can
stand it, and like all magnetic usages it must not
ever be abused.
So far as contact is concerned, most of my
students and others also know the value of this,
and I need not enlarge upon the subject.
Regarding the human voice, it can be directly

charged

with
created by it

magnetism,

and the sound waves
can transmit the message to be sent
quite independent of any word eflects.
For instance, a woman might be talking a lot of
drivel about a summer sale, and yet she may send
some

strong magnetic force,

some

powerful magnetic

emotion upon the meaningless sound waves.
Of course, to have the strongest effect the words
and the emotion should tally, but whereas the mental
images projected by the will power may carry any
impression from good health to death, from hate to

-—IOl-—

love, and so on, yen to certain definite and concerted actions, the voice can carry emotion only,
but that magnetic emotion prop: rly directed can
raise such a storm, such an aosdute tornado of
corresponding emotion. either in on e person or ten
thousand people, as to make the uninitiated gasp.
So to recapitulate the use of n y five magnetic
instruments, the mind is used Pr creating mind
pictures; the will power is used for projecting those
mental pictures upon he grey rratter of another
person's brain; the eye '5 used for creating magnetic disturbances or explosions in the aura of that
other person; the use of contact 5 for very much
the same purpose, whilst the use of the voice .5 for
the conveyance of any -azticular emotion.
Now we come to number 3: the knowledge of the
true working laws of po urity.
As you know from my preceding pages, polarity
stands for the positive and negative condition of
the magnetic current-‘
We all know that. It is
necessary when teaching a pupil music to make him
play scales and exercises to render the muscles of
the hand lissom, and to give him perfect control over
them. Very good.
In my previous wo'k I have emphasized the
necessity for beiomi g positive—the imperative
necessity, maybe for po.r:'ti1/e mind action.

-
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that anybody who uses the
positive polarity only soon becomes depleted.
The law is that of the human heart, where the
blood beats in and out, of the tides of the ocean,
which come and go, of the seasons of the year, of
night and of day.
You cannot give all out and take in not/‘dug.
And the great law of polarity is t/lis: first negative
conditions, the taking in; then positive, the giving out.
RECEPTIVITY FIRST, THEN IMPRESSION.
This is quite reasonable if you consider the ordinary
laws of nature, we do not sow the seed and linen
plough the land, but we plough the land first of all
and sow the seed afterwards.
Now I want you to understand the word receptivity as synonymous for a process of “drawing
from,” or an inhalation of force, if you can understand that better.
For impression, I want you to understand a “giving
out," and of the same force that you draw from.
I want to make you understand this clearly, because
the whole use of magnetism depends on this law,
which is seldom or never properly understood
The main object preached by all teachers of magnetism is impress, impress, impress I
You may take it from me that by giving out only
impression results in a dull grey or drab effect,

Let

me

tell you

now

_

1,3

_

there "3 no play of colour, no real dispiay of power,
an definite result.
And all grey or drab magnetism is like any other
drab effect, wanting in life, lacking that pulsating
sense of colour which arrests the eye and warms the
whole being of you.
Of course the next question you will ask is how
W£':u am I to use
am I to receive, Ixaw impress?
the one action and when the other? Well, I am
coming to that later on. Suffic7ent for the time

being

if you will realize the teaching: of ;on tentration. The universe is flooded with the power of
Universal Attraction.
What is Universal Attraction? Some call it one
thing, others another.
The Rosicrucians spea‘:-: of it as great white invisible lire—it is called the universal fluid, the astral
light, the odic force, the living, pulsating ether of the
ancients. It is enough to understand that this force,
call it what you will, floods the universe.
It is Er. you, it is in me, it is in the space that
divides us, no matter if that space is a yard o if
we are separated by half the earth.
TIr:s_ I think, you .11! understand; the point I want
to emphasize is that this force collects at certain
living centres in the bod;.r—':he solar plexus for one,
"Phich is situated at the waist centres of the body.

people have it in enormous quantities, others
are lacking in it. It is the medium, as I have already
explained, which carries our mental messages from
Some

one

to the

other.

By

my will power, my breath or my voice, or my
touch or my merest glance, I can send my force
magnetic from me.
And by More same mean: I can draw your farce
away from you, draw it to nu.
If I only draw from you, you will become asinine,
like an animal, passive sleepy. If I only and my
force to you, I become limp, weary, inert, lifeless.
But supposing that I first draw your force from you
to me, and at a given moment I/zen proceed to impress
my force upon you, alternating the process according
to circumstances and conditions, the result will be
that you feel alert, charged with new life, strangely
excited possibly, thrilled as it were wi‘h some curious

unknown emotion.

nuptive, my servant, you accept my
and
thoughts,
you do not bro-;U they are my tlrouglzts,
you become as one to: ‘ix me, you are fr the time being
You

are

my urvaut.

quiety charging you with my magnetism, guided by my will, yet wltiout suffering the
depletion that wo‘ ‘d assail me 1 had only forced
And I

am

my will upon yo

_1o5_
For exercise you may

commence

this practise vith

brcahing exercises only-—and alonel
Stand erect, in a proper physical culture attitude,
waist in, chest well brcas‘-‘ed upwards
Now irnagie a person, or be conent to draw
in merely from the universal supply.
Commence by inhaling slowly' as you do so, will
that you draw in the magnetic force from without.
You can draw it in with your hands if you like,
taking it as if it were something sticky, something
that needed a certain amount of muscle to bring to
you. in other words, a mere light gesture doesn't
convey the correct sensation to your brain centres.
Then breathe outwards, still slowly and as you
do it will your own magnetic force outwards and
away from you to that other imaginary centre. This
for practise only.
You can do the same thing (without the gesture)
when you are talking to people. It will not have
much effect upon them, because of course it is
magnetic breathing on y, unaided by the brain, or
imaginative side of you sell’
I think you understand this now, and we can leave
it pro am. But you can and must practise it
,

regularly.
as

9

Now there

are

1

4:

am:

two d‘stinct methods of

treating

_]o6_

people magnetically.

One is what

will call
distant treatment, for want of a better name; the
other is that treatment used when you are face to
face with a person or persons. Curiously enough,
the former is infinitely more powerful than the
latter, and I wifl deal with it first of all, although
the modu: operondi in both cases is similar, some-

what,
It

we

at any rate.
is not enough to sit down and W!” that a

person shall do

will conditions

with, you

and'.~;o, or to even follow up the
with magnetic breathing. To begin
so

must have

absolutely clear conception
Tbut im,ore.m'on
to impress.
of an emotion, and an emotion

an

of what you mean
must 6: of the nature
Mat is universal. Tlulr as the very basic soul essence
of your message, it must fa"! at/zerwire.
You can add to that .motion whatever you need
to convey, but the emotion is the ground upon
which you build your ca le. the paper upon which

paint your picture.
Before you can rend any z'mpre.r.rz'on of this’ emotion,
you have to materialize it in yourseb‘.
It is not enough to just think of it in an
abstract manner, you will accomplish nothing.
You must abrolutebw become the emotion, flood your
way oeing witll it, rlmt out every other sensation.
Tim: and THUS ONLY can yo" ever hope to
you

_[o7_
arouse

in

that other person the sensation you

desire.
Sit down

quietly by yourself, and by the aid of
your imagination grow into the semblance of your
emotion. Any emotion must be universal and freed
from all restrictions.
Sometlzing which is

governed neither I9» rare creed
nor language.
Samellzing wide}: the savage and
cz'v:'Iized alike feel and understand. Love, hatred,
greed, generosity, fear, courage, health, sickness,
passion, power, reIigion—these are all universal
emotions, and with one of these, according to your
desires,

you must be

saturated that you are -'or
the time being an embodiment of it. and of it alane.
You are master of this emotion, you have put
it on like an overcoat, you can take it of? as easily.
You are really indifferent.
The next condition still further calls upon our
imagination. that wondrous weaver of pictures. of
phantasy and fact.
The next step is to see the person you woulr’.
so

influence.

This is not ditficult to some. to others its acquirement is tedious, but if you have practised concentration
you should be able to do it well enough.
You must
face to face.

see

them

mentally

as

clearly

as

if

_|g3._
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feature, colour, eyee—all

must stand out

clearly in your mental vinloo—Goodl
Now,‘ feeling charged with your emotion, with
the mental vision clearly before you, call him (or
he) by name.
A: your voiar pm out draw to yourrrlf rhmgly
tilt ulaguticforu Mm t£al)rr.rou,a.ryouha-vcbau
Iagkguly nuacubrrtlatwkrnarxupmdarryol
Jun tkrfim in wbilrtyou an iukaliug hnjol
have to draw it in what your voice is nirging
oalwcmir, and you may repeat two or three times,
jnataaifyou were calling ‘irn,and waitingfor him
to hear you

Good againi
Now you have gone through three separate phases.
ut You have created an emotion.
and. You have created a mental image.
3nd. You have charged yourae'i' with the magnetism
oi’ the peraon you are acting upon and by doing
this you have created a condition of receptivity in
him.
Could you be present with him in the flesh, you
would find himy rutlesa, a l'ttle excited, with his
thoughts crowded upon you.
it is a very curious thing that the moment you
build up a mental image of any person, that person

immediately receives

a

mental

image of

you

_[o9_

Now you are ready to send your desire to the
person, but do not forget that the desire must agree
with the un'versal emotion, the message must correspond. As you .ransmit your message—aloud—send
your magnetic fo ce towards the person with all your
will power.
So far as The message goes you must understand
that certain cut and dried laws govern this also.
It should be as simple as possible.
it should be capable of translation into a mental

picture.
repeated steadily

It must be
time necessary.
It

depends

a

for any

length

of

great deal upon what the message

may be.
You will s%'~ from this that telepathy acts as a
means of conveying magnetism. But at the same
time this method of treatment is really quite apart

from telepathy as usually understood, excepting so
far as the thought images are concerned.
The time required for treatment depends upon
your natural abi".ty.
in giving your message never say “I want"; that
is quite wrong.
Say always You want," for it is the very essence
of magnet;'sm that this law shall be observed. You
run! than your dough: acnxs tlu rerun of IR
i

—uo—-

ot/ui person’: brain in such form that the
seem

their

thought:

own.

I ought not to speak so freely on these
matters, but I know very well there are so few
people who can fulfil the conditions or who will
persevere, that I do not think there is very much

Perhaps

harm done.

Supposing you know somebody who is very
unhappy, hopeless, and alone. Saturaae yourself with
the emotion of Hope, until you feel buoyant with life
and joy.
Call up the image of the person you want to
influence, then. with the magnetic breathing, call them
by name.
Then send your message of magnetic hope: say,
You want to be clzeer/ul, yon want to feel happy ,you have your heart full of Izope, you can sing‘, you can
feel the joy of future success surge tlxroug/z your being."
This will have an altogether difl'erent effect to the
same treatment delivered by the ordinary means of
mental treatment or magnetism.
Of course I only take this as an instance. It is
by no means the only kind of use to which magnetism may be put. You may want somebody to
“

for you, or not to care for some other person.
You may want somebody to do you a favour, you
may be seeking a situation, there are a thousand
care

—

Ill
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which it may be put, but the method is
always the same, and in the same order.
Coming to personal contact, of course, although
in the main conditions are the same, details difl'er.
And it must be emphasized also that this method
is applicable alike to individuals and to audiences.
Actors and actresses can use it, lecturers and
preachers, vocalists and reciters, barristers, in fact
anybody dealing with the general public.
Before you come into touch with either the person
0-‘ the audience, get a clear idea of your plan of
uses

to

ca’-ipaign
What is it you are going to do?
What are your plans?
I will give an ins.ance which really happened to
He is a business man, and a very
a pupil of in ne
big man a‘ that never mind what sort of business,
for that wouli be telling. Anyway, he had to deal
with four men in his own line of business who had
been to years bitterly opposed to certain plan" he
wanted to carry nut and in no way could he influence
them. So h' .ame to me and I taught him what

just taught you.

To begin with, l rn".de him
='
I
first
in
treat them
.e dstauce, each man separately_
For his emo ion :1 33. u.a:i-w I made him take Power.
Then to each man h; gave his ideal, in the form of
Next he went to see them,
a mental picture.
I have

One man capitnlaled of his own aeoord rrlthout
my pupil even putting the question to him at all.
Idata pnhilc meeting held a few days later the
at!!! three men climbed down gracefully, and
lineal‘! the proper use of magnetism gained a
dairy he had nought for year: In vain.
The great difiiculty most people will experience in
train: my method of magnetic treatment. is what I
call the emotional saturation.
To a great actress, n Violet Vanhurgh an Ethel
Irving. the emotional saturation is a part of their
magic. it is easy, to the average English man or
Ionian who has been brought up to stifle emot'on,
M mask their real feelings until they are sometimes

apparently

mikes:

feefng,

this

assumption

of

an

emotion is difiicult.
It in not any use doing it in mill: and water
faahion.
If you assume the emotion of, say relozi n you
must bring to yourself that intense sersttim of
ever! reverence. as if in the actual prrsenee of the
Deity; if you assume the emotion of love, your
whole being must pulsate with the tende pass-‘on,

you become love personified. the sort of love' -A a
state of being which must also be considered.
There is a wide difference between the love of I
mother for her child, and the love of a strong man
for the woman of his heart, or the love of a profligate
for some woman who has claimed his butterfly
passion. All these shades of diffe ence must be
vigorously observed, you must be an artiu; you do
not merely arruma an emotion, you ARE that
emotion for the time, every nerve and fibre of your
body responds to the call your imagination makes
upon it, and yet you reserve to yourself the right

instantly calm, normal, unswept by any
form of brain storm.
I am not saying it will not take it out of you
a little, but as a matter of fact what you lose is
infinitesimal if you follow the laws governing magnetic
breathing, and properly charge yourself with odic
force before you go any further in your efforts, and
the emotional storm cannot touch you.
This is one of the reasons why 1 am so very
decided in my teachings as to the due observance
of magnetic breathing and the proper {use of magnetic polarity.
It stan-‘ls to reason that if you do not know how

to become

receptivity, or
be sadly hzndicapped in

to create

when to impress. you must
the use of this marvellous
I

fbrce,'in

fact leave out any one item, or transpose
them even, and the result will be failure.
Patience, before all things, and faith, the certitude
of obtaining results, are essential factors of success,
and again the old Biblical saying that with faith you
can remove mountains.
However to return to the correct method of dealing
with people when using magnetism for what I will
call “Gntact work"-—x'.e., a personal interview—it must
be always remembered that whatever subjects of
conversation may arise all the time you are charged
with your emotional magnetism until the very air
becomes electric (or magnetic) as it were with your

purpose.
Learn to talk

platitudes

whilst you are feeling a
great emotion, and learn to table also whilst your
brain formulates the words (without speech) which
carry your secret will message.
This is by no means an easy task, unless you appear
pre-absorbed, which is a. wrong attitude and not
flattering to the person you have to deal with.
I knew a man once who lost a large fortune
through yawning at the wrong moment; and any
apparent inattention on your part may do more harm
than you imfine.
Learn to smile and look interested, to talk lightly
about current topics, all the while your body is

_u5_.

seething in a magnetic storm, and

your brain harjen

out its silent message with the ceaseless insistence
which characterizes most forms of suggestion, and,

speaking

of suggestion, it is always a helpful addition
the
to
use of personal magnetism. The way a word
is put will often make all the difference to any result

desired.
To say to

people,

“I want you to do so and
:0," is to court refusal. To delicately suggest that it
is their own special desire to do this particular thing,
will generally result in their believing it is their
desire
The whole use of magnetism in its more subtle
and useful branches is that of transplanting your own
desires to the brain of another in such form that they
recognize them only as their own offspring. Constant
practice will soon render this easy of accomplishment.
Do not make the common error of over-doing it
and growing weary. Personal magnetism is for use,
like a pick-me-up, when needed. It can be overdone,
and the effect lost. After warmth, cold; after night,
day; after a magnetic storm of emotion, rest.
A pupil of mine, a very dear lady (she is dead
now) had a beast of a husband who was always
straying away from her. I taught her how to bring
him back, but I never could convince her that she
must give it a rest.
some

—u6—

He

back and woo’d her again as an ardent
lover after a fifteen years’ coldness and practical
desertion, but I never could make her alternate her
treatment. and after a year's renewed honeymoon he
grew tired again, and once more strayed away from her.
Magnetism appeals so much to lovers that I beg
them to remember this law: You can make a man
or a woman love you, but if you go on digging it
into their brain it grows FLAT, parrot-like and useless.
You achieve your object, very good, give it a rest,
do not think of magnetism, don't be too everlastingly
sugary, let him (or her) go a little, even alternate
your treatment with a little judicious coldness or
even neglect, tlren when there is trouble brewing.
when the object of your affections grows doubtful,
hurt even, uncertain of you. then, if you like, renew
your treatment.
Anybody who understands this law of magnetic
polarity can hold a man or a woman a willing slave
for always. Looks, age, talent, none of these things
came

matter.

But, look

grizzle-ruurr. Fire up if
you must, be cold, be warm, be indiflerent, but just
take life smiling. The one who goes through life
with 9. song and a smile has a constant magnetic
flow. Tears and grizzles will break that How, you
are never magnetic when you grieve. You will get
you,

never

._.u7.._

of the worlrl exactly what you put into it, so be
understanding, be sympathetic, be sunshine, and be
out

strong.
Never mind what the surface "you " may be.
Underneath, let the current of indomitable will guide
you on to that which you desire. Once you have
put your hand to the plough do not turn back-—go
on, fast if you can, if not go slowly, but go an. If
you have begun a thing, if you have formulated a
desire, regard it as already your own, for it is so
indeed if you have the courage to continue.
To recapitulate the order for personal contact :—
rst. Saturate with your magnetic emotion.
2nd. As you enter the person's presence (with full
lung: please) and speak the usual greeting, strongly
charge yourself with magnetism from them, drawing
it to you with your will effort, on the sound waves
of your voice.

3rd. Formul'tT.e

your desires into

speechless

words,

with all the force you are able.
4th. As you formulate charge the person with your
own magnetism, the return current.
5th. When you come to the point, which may not
always be necessary (in actual words, in fact often it
is quite unnecessary to formulate your desires into
spoken worzls at all), but assuming that it is so, let
the preamble to your request be an indrawing of
A
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Inagnetism, that is to say, as your voice travels
outward along the sound waves it creates your will
power, is drawing into you the necessary magnetic
charge from the person you speak to, and then when
you reach the crisis send voice, will, brain image all
heavily charged with your own magnetism outward:
to the person you are dealing with. You will be
astonished at the effect, if a strong electric battery
were played upon him he could not be more
influenced, and it is very seldom indeed that such a
charge will fail.
Public speakers, and so forth, can use this power
in the same way, of course much depending upon
what their subject may be, but it's no earthly use
unless pre-charged with the correct magnetic emotion;
that is your groundwork, and whatever your outward
words or actions may portray; you must not lose
sight of that for a moment. It must be felt, it must
radiate from you with an intensity that all can feel
and understand without speech or action to explain
your purpose. As my infant son says when he turns
head over heels, or tries to, “that takes a bit of
doing"—but whoever can do it is master of a force
greater than any other force known to science as yet,
master of a power one almost hesitates to use. Let
your use of it be for good only, or believe me it will
turn and rend you!
O HASHNU HARA.

TIE IIDK (F FNIZH, Or I Finch B‘ R. 1!. Charla.-z, D- l.itt._, DJ). (1012) Trans.
(ran the r:litor's I-lthimlc Tcxt, and cditcd with the intmcuction, notes uni
irxlexr.-s oi‘ the first edition “holly recast. 0-nlxtrgod. and rewritten, together
with u re-print from the uliLlon'5 text of The Greek Fmgrmnts (Oxford). 'Do
the bihi ical Scholnr and to the student oi‘ Jcwish and Christian theology, I
ihuch is the Host lupuriant Jewish book written between E l’i.C., nnd 100 AD.
(Pbrt ions lave '£X'I.'fl pmtiwvui in Jubilecs).
ibrc tint: five millmnitzzs ago 3 Pmphr.-t n:u:ni F1'l‘ICi’l_ born 0!’ the pun: seed
of Adam's Race, pmphaeiod ni the very time tint w;- am now: living in. This
Prophat and C.-xge drank deep Iran the ioumain of God's gmat Itisdom and had
the veil lifted, that In might Egg and hear the wisdom of God as in mm dared
to «lo. Those who lvwc ncvur lived in the depths of the ‘p:-ophrx-.11.-as of Enoch
mvn rojucteti or uni.-3.-and SCI!!!) of the greatest; wisdom even inwu-Lu! to Adam's
-

race.

Judo quoted from the Pmphet Enoch when he xlazlnredz, "And Fnoch also. the
seventh {run Azhm, |Il'09II'.'Si(.'d of these. wyim, B.-hold. 'i':1hu1=.h cm:-th with ten
tlnnsirds of his saints, ‘lb execute Judgznznt won all, and to comrince all that
are ungodly‘ among than or all their umpdly to uhich they have ungodly committai. and of all their hard speeches which umodly simexs have spoken against him." The Wisdom that flowed from the lips of this 2-hjor Pmphr.-t of God
cannot be ignored. The Prophecies of Enoch are imlirspensahle to the Study of
the New Te-stanient Scrlptums. The writings oi‘ Enoch hzwie had greater impact
upon the New Testmmnt than all of the apucryphnl and pseudo-cpigmphnl boots
conbincd. Ill: understanlinsz of Enoch is an indlspornsable prertquisitc to the
study of the New Tc.-stmrcm Canon of Scriptum. The writers of the New Testatu:-ut dmw heavily [run (I): ncriptums of Enoch. It is also (nu: that St. Paul
nus wry lamiliar with the azripture of i-Imch and inrrovéd heavily by nedium
of the lbly Spirit {Km the uritiufi of this irspinsd Prophet of Cod.
For the first thrce centuries The mo}: of much was read and considered as
canonical. It was widely nccluimed throughout Western Christendcm. It is
quoted as genuine scriptum by Jude and is acclaimed by St. ihrnutns as scripture. I-lmch is hmvily supportui in nuch oi‘ the psauiqaigrnphnl writiras and
its iniluerce can be clearly tmccxi Lhmughout the .\’cw'i‘cstzunent Canon of Scriputm incluriilg til’: writing; or St. Paul. The Early Church Fathers cnnsida'ai
Ernch as canonical an-iptnrt-. It as mt until after the Coumil or Nicene in
32.5 A.D. tlut the Book or Enoch {oil into discredit.
Written in Arannic and licbrav, the Bank of Enoch covexs a broad spoctrun
of subject nutter and imludcs ms: of the areas covered in the ancient School
or the Prophets. The Wisdun of Enoch has long been heldiin great orstaeqn by all
the sacred writers of crxfiosifiticai history and his name is associated with
mat of the great stunts unvr.-i1a:l by our Cod to Adam's Race. The Book of
Emch covers the iiussinh, the Kixgian on earth, the origin of sin. shcol. fiml
Judy:-ant, resurrect. ion and lutwre lilo, augelology, downplay. the flood, the
calendar, astrononv. csclntol0i‘.Y. and may uther fields of kmvrlnige. H2 x.-ha
!:'m in chase last dayu will do well to gfva the wards sf Enoch a place of henor mrr.mg the sacred uszda of .'7oa"a Holy P1-oplwto.
The openirg words or I-Imch am extremely inportnnt. for the Elect now living
upon this earth. "The Morris of the blessing af Enoch, ‘she:-e:.V£:h he blessed the
elect zrxi r-55-htecua, who will be living in the day of 2:-iE2uZat:'on_, zflwrx all the
wicked and gsdless am so be mroved
Euro.-h at righteous not, white eyes
:.'.nv.: L7;\."l€d by (P:-.-I, am: the :.'£3£cn of the Holy One in :52; hecucrxa, which the
angel: sizzvsd re, and 3‘:-an then I ‘nu-and everything, and j‘:-9:: the-. I wzdcr-storm‘
.23 I (mu, but not for thin geruzmtion, but for a remote one which is for to
aome. " (Enoch 1:!-2). ‘me prophetic words of Enoch sptnlt loud and clan‘ to the
Elect, and the wise of this generation will take careful ‘note or these Words 01'
Wisdom.
‘Mother great flood of light that Enoch sheds upon the record of Bible
Truth is that of North and the pre—f1ood conditions that adstai in the earth.
Emch is very precise on the events that brought forth the juiamnt of the
.
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tloodupontheseadotmiam. Itunsuzeseuiofndanthatlnsjuchtudlrythe
(load and the zvngreliawtion or the Holy See!

us

the direct

came

of God's

Judgrent. Finch is very specitic on the exact nature or what took place when
the sons of god took them wives Iran the daughters 0! man in Genesis chapter
six.

.
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In his grat work, ':\nacnly;sis'. Codinzy iliggirs mines fnzquent relercnce
to Th: Book of Enoch
on Elect One slain, on cause of the Flood,
gave Noni:
book
the chnracteristical marks or sign: of the secrm. things in his book.
of, discovers a knowledge of Judicial astrology, on Noah knowing the flood
uould come,
tvw his history should be tmntai. etc.
‘The book oi’ l-Zmcb gives the must account of the doctrine of angels. As
the gt-minazess or the book is not doubted, that is to say. as it is not doubted to be the roll hook rt-tc-.1-red to by st. Jude, and us he was inspired. I do
not cleraly see low his authority can be denial by Christilufi unualypsis.
by Godfrey Higgirs 1836 republished by health Rosonrch I hn,oo
‘The cntision of Jacob, in Enoch, provm that he did mt om! xxulour
Bible, am! the account of circumcision aain prove that Aelfric did not nuke
his translation {mm any of our books." (Anacnlypsis).
"Sty idm that the fruit or the tree oi‘ knowledge was the acquisition or the
knowledge of letters without initintion, is stpported la’ the assa-tion or much.
that the wickedness of the world, which caused the flood. consisted in the atto-npts of men to obtain forbidden knowledge."
‘The words of the book of Enoch inply that Noah and others learned from
nacret science that it (the flood) would happen. If the change were caused by
a caret. is it not pw.-zible that the pasors who were so profoundly skilled in
astronomy, as to be the inventors of the Hem, any have boa: able to calculate the period oi‘ one, and to foresee that it would come near c-mush to the
utrth to cause the mischief? Enoch says, ‘R&pcctix[; the Moons have they inquirai, and they have krmn that the earth will perish with tlnse win dwell
upon it.’ Aytin. ‘They have discovered secrets, but thou art free {run the
ronrmch of discovering soon’.-ts.’ "
‘Th: ztsiertion of the hook or Enoch. that the axis or the earth was chang—

-

-

-

—

-

ai,

was

-

supported by Pinto,"

"If we give Nonh uni his Qulmeans credit for knoa-i;g_ by rensonirfi on
mcordcd observations, as Ehoch says In did know, by a calculation of mars or
.“
by a calculation by lunnr periods, that the flood would come
"
is it absurd to suppose that the learned in the secret acrienac
spoken of lg Emch. should have betnken thcaselvcs to be highest muntains oi’
their country
."
"We are told in the hack of Enoch, that ‘tho earth laboured and was shaken
violently,‘ and in Chapter lxiv. Sect. ad. that ‘Noah saw that the earth beaune imlined, and that in omesequx.-nee d$truction ::ppmached.' I think few
persms vino have read the book of Enoch will deny. that this is 3 ans: curious
and striking tradition. It is a tradition or canmn semie, supported by all
tic outward mtural appcm-anew of the earth. Enoch ntterunrd hays. verse 11.
tint the earth was destroyed because hidden secrets had been disoovemd; and
in chap. lxvii he mks Noah say that he. Enoch. gave Noah the a}mmr.-:ax-£s:-.'cal rurlcs or si-_7r:s oi’ the secret things inscribed in his book. and concealed
in the parables."
"I and: of rw render, only to treat the histories‘ oi.’ Genesis. and of Enoch
the history of
as Niobihr does the history of Rome. and as
Vespasinn by Tacitus that is, to believe the credible and disbclieve the
incredible. It is porfmtly clear to me that before the time of llemdotts
every Hstory was a nvthos or nvstc-.ry or sacred history. the intention of
vhich was to peggtmte. but to conceal the tmth. to man one thing, and to
say anothaa tint the nuns oi‘
unigt E gerceive. ani hearig
e g_>t__unde-stand. lienre told so in thefioqzel."
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'!1EBXl{(I-"i1ESK}l£lSOFE1&l-Tmns.frunthe Slnmnic by I. R.
ilox-fill. li.A.. Reader in Russian and tie Other Slavonic Languages and
Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Indices by II. II. Chttrles. il.A. (

(acford at the Cmrcndon Press. 1886)
cardboard covers, spiral bound
I£AL'l'll Rhfllli, P.0. But 70 (3349
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THE PICIORIAL KEY 10 THE TAR?!’
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$5.00

This rare volune, long out of print, was originally printed in London in
1911 with 78 Plates and 340 pages, illustrating the Greater and Lesser Arcana,
from designs by Pamela Colman Smith.
We have republished this in facsimile, spiral bound, light cardboard
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covers.

Arthur Waite and Pamela Colman Smith are mnbers of the occult Order of
the Golden Dam. Hr. Waite was a P-hscn; Pamela was highly clairvoyant and
produced under Ifaite's guidance a work of art. Arthur Waite recommends the
Tarot and the Tarot Cards as a help in deep meditatim. “Note: The Tarot
Cards are Not Included With The Book.
The author states Hunt "the first writer who made known the fact of the
(Tarot) cards was the archeologist court de Gebelin, who, just prior to the
French Revolutim, occupied several years in the publication of his Monde
Primitif, which extended to nine quarto volumes. He was a learned man of his
epoch. a high-grade Hasm. By an accident of things, he becane acquainted with
the Tarot I.-hen it was quite unknown in Paris, and at mce conceived that it was
the remants of an Egyptian book. He node inquiries concerning it and acertained that it was in circulation over a careziderible part of Europe
Spain,
Italy, (‘emany and the South of France. It was in use as a game of chance or
skill, after the ordinary manner of playing-cards; he ascertained further how
the game was played. But it was in use also for the higher purpose of divination or fortune-telling, nnd with the help of a learned friend he discovered
the significance attributed to the cards, together with the method of arrangement adopted for this purpose."
*1’

--
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Preface

explanation of the persmal kind An illustration from mystic
literature. A subject which calls to be rescued Limits and intention of the work.
Part I
The Veil and Its Syniaols The Tarot in History etc.
Part I I
The Doctrine Behind the Veil The Tarot and Secret Tradition,
(‘nnclusim as to the Greater Keys.
Part III
The Outer Method of the Oracles Distinctim between the Greater
and Lesser Arcana. The Lesser Arcana. otherwise, the Four Suits of
Tarot Cards. The Greater Arcana and their Divinitory Meanings.
Sane Additimal Meanings of the lesser Arcana. The Recurmnce of
Cards in Dealing. The Art of Tarot Divination. The Method of
Reading by Deans of Thirty—five cards. An Ancient Celtic Method
of Divination. An Alternative Mzthod of Reading the Tarot Cards.
BIBLIOGRAH-IY A Concise Bibliography of the chief works dealing with the
Tarot and its connections.
in
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LIVING FIRE, (X)D'S IAN OF LIFE 5 HISTORY OF THE BIBLE (IECDDED)

By Prof. Hiltm flotema

$3.50
is mentioned often in the Bible, and Tire cones in for its
The esoteric teachings of the Ancient Mysteries revealed to
the Living Fire actually is, and how man may cultivate it
inself,--this being the real purpose of Initiation. It was the evoluwithin
tion of the Fire Philosophy that led to the discovery of the great Truths which
solved the nature of Life and the constitution of Man. Learn that Man is the
§on of the Living Fire, thrown off as a Spark frm the Wheel of
Life. Within him burns that Flame, and before its altar must bow the lower
mm, a faithful servant of the higher.

Living Water
share of notice.
the no hyte what

Flame—born

_Ym will be anazed when you learn the true origin of the Bible from this
amazing new folio by Hotemn. 135 pages, mimographed. California Residents
kindly add 6% Sales Tax Thank you.
-

unuau RESEARO-I, P.O. Box 70, .\on~:um13 HILL, Calif. 95245

0r_1ggI£'D_1e}bst Revoludglegl Scientific Works ggfine
THE SEGC1‘ OF LIFE

E3 .4??fiI".'Ie‘{.TI0.‘.’ 3? ’:‘il'. 'r."J!?C.: DI‘ P?.Ji““‘_..~..>l")1‘. i'II'..'.’C’}i iiUi?.“I.-5.

"I would appreci ate your reply to my letter. I could like to purchase
all of Professor lliltcn !Iotemn's books. and would like to know how nmch it
would cost.
(All 41 of‘ i!otmrra'e works at one t-1Im.z 61’;-73.00 pmpdrl).
"I have learned more from the three books that I have by Hotema, than any
others I have read by various authors. He was indeed a brilliant nun
"Die book that I have me, ‘The Glorious Resurxt--::ion', ‘Cosmic Creation‘, and ‘The Hidden Creator‘.
"Is his '.\|an's Miraculous Unused Pow-ers' a\'aiIa!v1v.~‘.’ i believe that these
five booklets here penned, Kexvcn Xlazani. If this st‘: is available. how
such aould this particular set cost? (.?.=:_z~u.‘2Z£ai:e;i in .‘;‘-:-'3 by Eeclziz .".~r£c-:z'.'.'3X
wider the title "M¢a:'.-J H-5g'r.ur Car'.ac£omr:.=ua" $7. 00}.
"I would also appreciate infomatim on books about the true Ancient
—

Mysteries, which is scmething difficult to find. lhrmk you."
Mrs. Vilma mtra, Castro Valley California *.MS‘ul6.
nsunimn
--

"I have had two books of Prof. Hotema from you, law of Life and llunan

Health, and Secret of Regeneration. Prof llotena is excellent and very acuiratc in religion which has been .1 great study with me. Of all the authors I
know, he is among the most accunte and his books are sort‘: one hundred typical books. I think he deserves to rank with Godfu.-_\ Higgins and Helena P.
Blavatsky.
"You also have a sheet: Cauplere ‘works of Prof. Uozexra; but it does not
inclmfi: Secret of Regeneration (3) and probably miss-:5 several more.
.

(who wrote mder the pseudonym of Professor
physically active even past his ninetieth birthday, running
2 to 4 miles daily. He maintained a large garden and ordrard. Wrote his
last book for us at the age of 92 years (The magic World, bhgicalism). *
In addition to the works written mder the pseudonym of Professor Hiltm
Harem, Dr. Clements also published, under his own nazc, the following works:
DR. C-EOF.(‘£ R. (ll-}ENI‘5

Hilton lbtema)

was

THE: LAW OF LIE AV?) mus ii!-ZALTEI

in 1965, facsimile, spiral

mi vrmm BIRTH

-

(1936) 313 pages, which

binding

The Famous Dc-hate semen

at

repxblished

55.50

George R. Clemnts, n.c., N.D.

Mffirauatiw) and Herbert .\f. Shelton, 24.0. (Negative). These no
widely known doctors cover the following stbjects: The Virgin Mother;
Floating Lead E Sinking Cork; lhgeneration E Devolution; Infinite Parthenogenesis Ilisastrms; Science or sensationalist: h‘hid|?; etc.
277 mimeographed pages, illustrated ligrt cardaoard cover
$6.00
0Rl1DPA'IlIY (Also known as l~Zl.E)EN'l‘AR\’ 0KIlDPA‘l1fi') By Dr. George R. Clements
and Dr. Herbert M. Shelton Teaching a New Science of Health and Nat~
urnl Healing in 26 Wonderful Lesscns. This Course covers in sinple
language the subjects of Animation, Psychology, Biology, Pathology,
Pathofonnology, Pathogcny, Pnthonomy, lhmpsology (Law of Nutrition),
Orthotrophy (Correct Food), lleliotherapy, Fasting, Exercise, Bathing,
Scxology. all plmes of Nature Cure Principles, Causes of All Disease,
Treatment of All Discmze, Rejuvenation. Shows how modem diet builds
disease; shows how vaccination and inoculation cripple and kill; explains why medical institutions know nothing about disease, and admit
$15.00
it. 200 8-1/2 x 11 pages, facsimile, light cardboard covers
-

o

-

Please incluch $1.25
Add 6% Sales Tax.

(nrinimun) handling per orxhr. California (listeners

lE\LT}i lfil’.-\R(}l, P.0. Box

70, ibkellnc Hill, California 95245
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* Works uri.tten by 1)-. George Clezents meter the pseudanyrn of Kenycn
Klamznti Here:
IP‘MORI'AlISH in 5 booklets Republished by iizalth ibseardl in 1963
as IQEAKDI ‘IKE HORLDH1'fliIN By Professor Hiltul lbtema ($9.00)
MAN'S HIRAOJIIIB LEILBED PGE16 Republished by Health lhseaxdr in
1952 as !‘L‘N'S KIGIER (I!‘!SCIOlS?% By Prof. I-bteana ($7.00)
ANGIE?!‘ L.1Tl'IE KISWH lGlUn'l£UI Fhpublisfed by Fhalth kseaodr in
1953 as LIVE BEPIIIR By Professor Eiiltcn Hotema (SL003
-

-
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"Ha-1's Hi r Oms:-.~'.cusness ($7.00) by Professor Hiltm Hotema NOR‘. What
it exerting. Read a lessm a day. This was av first
say.
(bnaciomness, I
exposure to this giant of truth. while reading Max's
me alist
purchased 'IheNa Te lo ($14.00). Ihiswillbenext. eases
I want to read all of then. I will be in touzh
of Professor tema s w
with ycu always. Professor lbtema is like Gcnchi, who once said ‘Death is a
true friend; it is only our igxavame that cases L5 grief.” Sincerely, Bill
Kinzie, 22101 Qaiiot, Balrronal P923. 1235, East lhtroit, Midiiyn H8021.
-
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"Thank youinregardtoyourresponse torqyinquixyabout theboo‘<'me
Science 95 he
ration by Clemems (Correct title is secret of IE
NEEI)
EH nnntionea in fifi work Awaken the World Within, whi$'T'h'aTe'
and BIG
very n-uoh. Prof. ibterza nust, EEK, E a very outstanding pemcn. And from
the Ofl'K!2"vDtkS ofhis. which Ibpueht fmmvcua
Ihave deve-

mag,

fadgeirsago,
lzpedquitealnzrgerfczrallofhisworlcs-Iarngmate
toyoufornakmg
wible to get theza, aid :4; wislx is to cc-zvpletely fill my personal lib-

it

ray with each and ever;

me

of then."

—

lbs. L.

Oapelazd, Larders, Calif.

